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ABSTRACT: Agnete Loth混s edition of the longer version of Jarlmanns saga og
Hermanns included an accompanying English paraphrase (by Gillian Fellows
Jensen), but there has never been a full translation into English, much less of the
shorter version as edited by Hugo Rydberg. We rectify that omission here,
providing a normalized text of Rydberg混s edition with an English translation
alongside in the hopes of making this entertaining saga more accessible to a wider
audience.
RÉSUMÉ : L’édition longue d’Agnete Loth de Jarlmanns sagaogHermanns comprenait
une paraphrase en anglais (par Gillian Fellows Jensen), mais il n’y eut jamais de
traduction complète en anglais et encore moins de la version courte telle qu’éditée
par Hugo Rydberg. Nous rectiions ici cette omission, en fournissant un texte
normalisé de l’édition de Rydberg auquel est jointe une traduction anglaise, dans
l’espoir de rendre cette divertissante saga accessible à un public plus large.
Philip Lavender is a postdoctoral researcher at the University of
Gothenburg. Alaric Hall is the director of Leeds混s Institute for Medieval
Studies. Gary Harrop is a technical translator. Védís Ragnheiざardóttir is
a PhD student at the University of Iceland.
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T he shorter version of Jarlmanns saga, as edited by Hugo Rydberg inJarlmanns saga ok Hermanns i yngre handskrifters redaktion(Copenhagen: Møller, 1917), is presented here in the left-handcolumn. The orthography has been normalized to Modern Icelandic.
This is principally because the two manuscripts used by Rydberg contain an
Icelandic that lies between medieval and modern standards, being as they are
from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. They already use, for example,
features such as epenthetic -u- in masculine nominative singular endings.
Moreover, since, as discussed in the introduction, ninety per cent of all witnesses
of the saga are from after 1700, it seemed that normalized modern Icelandic
orthography was closer to the written language in which most earlier readers
would have become acquainted with the narrative. A few small emendations,
beyond normalization, have been made to Rydberg’s text on occasions where
either Rydberg or his source manuscripts are deemed to have accidentally
produced erroneous readings. Footnotes show where this is the case. An English
translation appears in the right-hand column. The aim of the translation was to
present a text that was pleasant to read, rather than one that was verbatim. Thus,
for example, verb tenses are changed and synchronized on a number of occasions
when a block of text includes shifts between present and past tense (and these
shifts have no real semantic content). At times strings of short sentences have
been joined together in order to avoid an overly-staccato feel. At other times long
sentences with many clauses have been divided up. On a couple of occasions
pronouns have been replaced with proper names when it is clear who the referent
is but the repeated use of pronouns makes the text unpleasant to read.
The Saga of Jarlmann and
Hermann
Jarlmanns saga og Hermanns
1. There was a king called Vilhjálmurwho ruled over France. He was a1. Vilhjálmur
1 heir konungur
heitiざ, er réざ fyrir Frakklandi.
1.
great sovereign. He had married a queenHann var höfざingi mikill. Hann hafざi
of noble birth and had two children withfengiざ drottningu af d訣rum ættum
her. His son was called Hermann: he wasog átti viざ henni tvö börn. Son hans
of great stature and physically strong,hét Hermann; hann var mikill vexti
handsome, loyal, and resolute. Hisog sterkur aざ ali, vænn aざ yirliti,
daughter was called Herborg: she was thevinfastur og ein蛎ykkur. Dóttir hans
most beautiful of all the maidens whomhét Herborg; hún var allra meyja
people had seen in those days. She hadfríざust, 蛎eirra er menn höfざu séざ í
acquired all the feminine arts that were蛎ær mundir. Hún hafざi numiざ allar
customary to learn at that time. Herkvenlegar listir, sem 蛎á var títt aざ
father loved her greatly, and she spentnema í 蛎ann tíざ. Faざir hennar unni
henni mikiざ, og sat hún í einum
ágætum turni innan borgar. 恰ar voru
her time inside a ine tower in the city.
Noble women were brought there to
til fengnar ágætar konur aざ 蛎jóna serve her, along with courtly men. Many
henni, svo og hæverskir menn. powerful men held land and iefs granted
by the king and were his liegemen.Margir ríkir menn héldu lönd og lén
af konungi og voru honum
l訣ざskyldugir.
Roざgeir was a powerful earl in France. He
was a great friend of King Vilhjálmur and
Roざgeir hét ríkur jarl í Frakklandi;
hann var mikill vinur Vilhjálms
2.
was granted authority over a large ief bykonungs og hélt mikiざ ríki af honum.
him. He was a man of great talents andÍ蛎róttamaざur mikill var hann og
was skilled in all those chivalric andkunni allan riddaraskap, svo og allar
learned arts that a knight ought to know.bóklistir, 蛎ær sem einn riddari skyldi
He was a great strategist and a largekunna. Hann var ráざagerざamaざur
portion of the governance of the land fellmikill, og laut aざ honum mikill hluti
to him on account of his wisdom. He hadlandstjórnar sökum hans vitsmuna.
taken a ine wife and had one son withHann hafざi átt eina ágæta konu og
her, who was called Jarlmann. He wasviざ henni einn son, 蛎ann er hét
extremely talented and similar to hisJarlmann. Hann var í蛎róttamaざur
father in chivalry and wisdom. He could
also speak every language.
hinn mesti og líkur föざur sínum upp
á riddaraskap og vitsmuni. Hann
kunni og allar tungur aざ tala.
2. Now the story turns to Hermann,the king’s son, who grew up with2. Nú víkur 蛎angaざ sögunni, aざHermann konungsson óx upp3.
his father. It seemed to his father that hehjá föざur sínum. 恰ótti föざur hans
had acquired suficient wisdom and yearshann svo til vitsmuna kominn og
that it would be itting for him to bearaldurs, aざ honum sómdi aざ bera
the weapons of a knight and learn the artsriddaravopn og læra 蛎ess háttar listir.
of chivalry. Therefore, he sent the boy to恰ví sendir hann meざ sveininn til
Earl Roざgeir along with instructions thatRoざgeirs jarls, aざ hann skyldi dubba
he should dub him a knight and teach himhann til riddara og kenna honum
all arts and skills, and procured forallar listir og í蛎róttir, og fékk honum
Hermann a ine company and amplesæmilegt föruneyti og svo mikiざ fé,
money in order that he might maintainaざ hann mátti sig ríklega halda. En
himself nobly. And when Hermann comessem Hermann kemur til Roざgeirs
to Earl Roざgeir, the earl welcomes himjarls, fagnar jarlinn honum vel og
warmly and leads him into the city andleiざir hann í borgina og setur hann
places him right next to himself and doessér hiざ næsta og gerir honum sóma
him the greatest possible honour in allsem mest má hann í öllu, og er svo
respects. And it is said that within a shortsagt, aざ hann lærざi allar 蛎ær í蛎róttir,
time he had learned all those skills whicher jarlinn var fær honum aざ kenna, á
the earl was capable of teaching him,
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those which others could learn only with
dificulty or not at all.
litlum tíma, hvaざ aざrir gátu trautt
eざa aldrei numiざ.
The prince and the earl’s son were in
most aspects very alike. They were also
Konungsson og jarlsson voru aざ lestu
mjög líkir; 蛎eir voru og jafngamlir;
4.
the same age, and so they became蛎eir lögざu félag og fóstbræざralag, og
companions and sworn brothers, no-one蛎óttu2 ei aざrir 蛎eim samlíkir.
else being deemed a match for them.Hermann konungsson var fríざur
Prince Hermann was handsome,s訣num, sterkur aざ ali og ákafur í
physically strong and hot-tempered, veryskaplyndi, djúpvitur og ör af
wise, and generous with money. He was
cheerful and modest and liked by all.
peningum. Blíざur og lítillátur var
hann og vinsæll af öllum.
Jarlmann, his sworn brother, was like him
in strength and accomplishments. He was
Jarlmann, fóstbróざir hans, var líkur
honum um al og í蛎róttir. Hann var
5.
very wise and a great strategist; he wasdjúpvitur og ráざagerざamaざur mikill;
decisive and commanding, andhann var skjótráざur og sköruglegur,
everything he advised was put into effect.og varざ 蛎aざ allt aざ framgangi, sem
And now both the sworn brothers spenthann ráざlagざi, og eru 蛎eir nú báざir
a long time with the earl and were treated
well.
fóstbræざur meざ jarli langan tíma í
góざu yirlæti.
3. Next the story tells us that KingVilhjálmur was struck down with3. 恰aざ segir nú 蛎essu næst, aざVilhjálmur konungur tók sótt,6.
an illness that led to his death. Word waser hann leiddi til bana. Voru 蛎á boざ
then sent to King Hermann that he shouldgerざ Hermanni konungi, aざ hann
come home and take charge of his father’sskyldi heim koma og taka ríki eftir
kingdom. On hearing this, he told hisföざur sinn. En er hann heyrざi 蛎etta,
sworn brother what had happened andsegir hann fóstbróざur sínum, hvar
asked him to accompany him. They thenkomiざ var, og biざur hann meざ sér
set out on their journey home to the cityfara. 恰ví næst lyfta 蛎eir ferざ sinni og
from which the king had governed. Earlheim til borgarinnar, er konungur
Roざgeir accompanied them on their wayhafざi í setiざ. Roざgeir jarl fylgdi 蛎eim
with a great entourage. Hermann wasá leiざ meざ miklu föruneyti. Síざan var
afterwards taken as king over all theHermann til konungs tekinn yir öll
dominions that his father had possessed.蛎au ríki, sem faざir hans átti. Tók hann
He took charge of the treasury and theaざ sér fé og hirざ alla. En Roざgeir og
whole court, while Roざgeir andhans fóstbróざir Jarlmann hélt stjórn
og skipun landslaga. Hermann’s sworn brother Jarlmann
undertook governance and administered
the laws of the land.
After this the earl travelled home to his
ief and held on behalf of the king the
Eftir 蛎etta fór jarl heim í ríki sitt og
hafざi samt lén af konungi eざa 蛎ó
7.
same or perhaps even greater dominionmeira, og var 蛎eirra vinátta hin
than he had before, and they were themesta. Jarlmann var eftir hjá konungi,
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og leiざ svo fram um stundir, aざ 蛎eir
juku ríki sitt á marga vegu og urざu
best of friends. Jarlmann remained with
the king, and as time went on, they
mjög víざfrægir. 恰óttu 蛎á engir 蛎eim
jafnfrægir.
extended his dominions in many
directions and became widely renowned.
At that time none were thought to be of
equal renown.
4. It happened one day that KingHermann was sitting in his hall4. 恰aざ bar til einn dag, aざHermann konungur sat í sinni8.
along with his court, and there was greathöll og hirざin meざ honum; 蛎á var
merriment on that occasion. Then thegleざi mikil. 恰á mælir konungur til
king spoke to his people and asked wheresinna manna og spyr, hvar 蛎eir vissu
a king who was his equal or greater could蛎ann konung, aざ hans líki væri eざa
be found. Most said that such a manmeiri. Flestir sögざu, aざ sá mundi ei
would not be easy to ind, and talk of thisauざfundinn, og óx 蛎ar af mikiざ tal um
kind spread throughout the hall. The kingalla höllina. Konungur spyr Jarlmann,
asked Jarlmann what he might say to this:hvaざ hann segi til 蛎essa: “Eざa hví ertu
“And why are you so quiet on this matter?svo fátalaざur hér um? Eざa 蛎ykir 蛎ér
ei hér um sem öざrum?” Or does it not seem to you as it does to
the others?”
Jarlmann replied: “I am of the same mind
as others regarding your knightliness,
Jarlmann svarar: “Svo 蛎ykir mér sem
öざrum um riddaraskap 蛎inn og
9.
your skills, and all your magniicence. Butí蛎róttir og allan höfざingsskap. En veit
I know one thing that you lack comparedég 蛎ann hlut, sem yざur skortir viざ
with many a man who is not as noble as
you.”
margan 蛎ann, sem yざur er ei
jafntignar.”
“What would that be?” said the king.“Hvaざ innur 蛎ú til 蛎essa?” segir
konungur.
10.
“That you have not,” said Jarlmann, “got
yourself a queen who beits your status.
“恰aざ,” sagざi Jarlmann, “aざ 蛎ér haiざ
ei fengiざ yざur drottningu, sem yざar
11.
It is the greatest good fortune to get atign sómir. Er 蛎aざ besta gæfa aざ fá
good wife with powerful family ties andgott kvonfang meざ ríkum mægざum
to have noble-born heirs to your wealthog eiga sér eざalborna eringja eftir
and kingdom. It is also a great advantagesig til fjár og ríkis. Er og mikill frami
for a king to marry into a noble family,aざ mægjast viざ ágæta menn, 蛎á
who will provide him with long-lasting
support.”
honum má langgæざur styrkur aざ
verざa.”
The king asked: “Where do you know of
a maiden or a woman with whom my
honour would grow, should I marry her?”
Konungur spyr: “Hvar veistu 蛎á mey
eざa konu, aざ mín sæmd vaxi viざ, 蛎ó
ég fái hana?”
12.
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“You would be better at guessing,” said
Jarlmann, “who is to your liking, because
few are able to choose this for another.”
“恰ér munuざ nærri geta,” segir
Jarlmann, “hver viざ yざar skap er, 蛎ví
fáir kunna 蛎etta fyrir annan aざ
kjósa.”
13.
“I have not seen a woman,” said the king,
“who is to my liking or would be my equal
“Ei hei ég 蛎á konu séざ,” segir
konungur, “aざ viざ mitt geざ sé eざa
14.
in status and wealth. But since you havefullræざi aざ tign og fé. En meざ 蛎ví 蛎ú
brought this up, I suppose you will be ableheir hér orざum á komiざ, 蛎á muntu
to name someone whom you think
combines these qualities.”
einhverja til nefna, er 蛎ér 蛎yki saman
draga.”
“I have heard,” said Jarlmann, “that a
king rules Constantinople by the name of
“Spurn hei eg,” segir Jarlmann, “aざ
konungur sá ræざur fyrir Miklagarざi,
15.
Katalatus the Great, though some call himer Katalatus heitir hinn mikli, en
Dagur. He has a daughter called Ríkilát;sumir kalla hann Dag. Hann á dóttur,
she is more beautiful than all otherer Ríkilát heitir; hún er fríざari en allar
women and maidens and better educatedaざrar konur og meyjar og betur
than any other maiden in all arts” (thosemennt en nokkur mey á allar listir”
that were customary for women to study(蛎ær 蛎eim var títt aざ nema í 蛎ær
in those times). “She is such a good healermundir). “Hún er svo góざur læknir,
that she can heal anything as long asaざ hún græざir allt heilt, sem lífs er
there is hope of life and she lays hervon og hún leggur sínar höndur yir.
hands upon it. There is a mark on theÁ hinu vinstra handarbaki hennar er
back of her left hand, a cross, the sameeinn kross svo litur sem skærasta gull,
colour as the brightest gold, with whichog meざ 蛎essu merki var hún fædd. En
she was born. And I think that if you wereef 蛎ér fengjuざ 蛎essa mey, 蛎ætti mér
yざar vegur vaxa.” to marry this maiden, your glory would
grow.”
Then the king said, “since you had so
much to say about this maiden, I want to
恰á mælti konungur: “Meざ 蛎ví 蛎ú
sagざir svo mikiざ af 蛎essari mey, 蛎á
16.
send you to investigate whether what isvil ég senda 蛎ig aざ forvitnast, hvort
said about her is true, and if her wisdom蛎aざ er meざ sannindum sagt, sem af
and other characteristics seem to you tohenni er talaざ, og ef 蛎ér virざast svo
be such as they were described, you shallvitsmunir hennar og annaざ athæi,
蛎á skaltu biざja hennar mér til handa.” ask for her hand in marriage on my
behalf.”
Jarlmann said: “I am obliged to go, as you
command. But I can tell you that men
Jarlmann segir: “Skyldur er ég aざ fara,
sem 蛎ér bjóざiざ. En 蛎aざ kann ég yざur
17.
have travelled to seek her hand in personaざ segja, aざ fariざ hafa 蛎eir menn
who do not consider themselves lessersjálir hennar aざ biざja, aざ ei 蛎ykjast
men than you yourself, and still not wonminni en 蛎ér, og 蛎ó ei fengiざ hennar,
her—and some did not even manage toen sumir ei kost aざ sjá hana eざa viざ
see her or talk to her, and no foreign manhana tala, og engum útlenskum
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manni er lofaざ aざ koma í hennar höll,
svo mikiざ er af henni haldiざ. En fara
is permitted to enter her palace, so highly
is she regarded. But I will undertake this
mun ég 蛎essa ferざ, ef 蛎ér viljiざ, og journey, if you desire it, and fate will
decide how it turns out.”ræざur auざnan 蛎ví, hvernig 蛎aざ
gengur.”
5. Now Hermann had arrangementsmade for Jarlmann’s journey,5. Nú lætur Hermann konungurbúa ferざ Jarlmanns meざ18.
sparing no expense. He had ive shipsmiklum fékostnaざi. Hann hafざi imm
with which to travel abroad, crewed withskip úr landi, og var valiざ liざ á 蛎au,
a select group who were tried and tested蛎aざ sem reynt var aざ hreysti og
in valour and adversity. His ships wereharざfengi. Hans skip voru glæsilega
splendidly equipped with gold-woven
sails and gilt weather-vanes.
búin meざ gullofnum seglum og
gylltum veざurvitum.
And when they were ready, Jarlmann
went to the princess’s tower. She
En er 蛎eir voru til búnir, gengur
Jarlmann í turninn konungsdóttur;
19.
welcomed him and asked where he hadhún fagnar honum vel og spurざi,
volunteered to travel to, and he explainedhvert hann b訣ざst aざ fara. En hann
it to her. She says that, considering howsegir hiざ ljósasta. Hún segir Ríkilát
many noble men she has dismissed, itvera 蛎á greiざkeyptari en af henni
must be easier to acquire Ríkilát than isværi sagt, ef aざ sending 蛎yrfti viざ
rumoured if it is only necessary to sendhana aざ hafa aざeins, svo mörgum
her a message. “But I think the right manmanni ágætum sem hún heir frá
has been selected for this mission,vísaざ. “En vel 蛎ykir mér maざurinn til
because I consider you to be a good manfallinn aざ reka 蛎etta erindi sakir 蛎ess,
and because you are faithful to myaざ mér 蛎ykir 蛎ú góざur drengur og aざ
brother and bound to him by oaths. Now蛎ú ert trúr mínum bróざur og meざ
I want to give you a certain gold ring, andeiざum viざ hann bundinn. Nú vil ég fá
the stone with which it is set has this蛎ér eitt gull, en sá steinn, sem 蛎ar
power, that if you put it on a woman’sstendur í, heir 蛎á náttúru, aざ ef 蛎ú
hand and hold onto it, so that it growsdregur 蛎aざ á hönd konu og heldur
warm, then she will love whomsoever youum, svo orni, 蛎á skal hún unna 蛎eim,
choose, and so what matters the most iser 蛎ú vilt, og varざar 蛎á miklu, hversu
sá vill venda, er meざ fer.” how he who has it wants things to turn
out.”
Jarlmann then takes his leave of the
princess and goes to see the king and
Síざan kveざur hann konungsdóttur og
innur svo konung, tekur svo orlof af
20.
receives permission from him to makehonum til ferざa. Konungur fylgir
the journey. The king accompanies himhonum til skipa meざ hirざ sinni, og
skilja meざ vinskap. down to the ships with his retinue, and
they part amicably.
Jarlmann sails away from France with his
fair company. He has ive ships, as
Sigldi Jarlmann í brott af Frakklandi
meざ fríざu föruneyti. Hann hafざi imm
21.
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mentioned previously. A fair wind attends
him on his course, and there is nothing
skip, sem fyrr segir; sigldi hann blíざan
byr, sem leiざ liggur, og er fréttalaust
to be said of his journey until they comeum ferざ hans, 蛎ar til 蛎eir koma í
to Constantinople. Jarlmann steers hisMiklagarざ. Jarlmann leggur skipum
ships into a hidden cove quite close to thesínum í eina leynihöfn og allnærri
city. He disembarks alone and tells hisborginni. Hann stígur á land einn frá
men that they should wait for him theremönnum sínum og segir 蛎eim fyrir,
for three nights and not make theiraざ 蛎eir bíざi hans 蛎ar um 蛎rjár nætur
presence known. He walks into the cityog geri ekki vart viざ sig. Hann gengur
dressed in humble attire and havingheim til borgarinnar í fátæklegum
changed his appearance so as to lookbúnaざi, og brugざiざ heir hann
sickly. He examines the layout of the cityyirbragざi sínu, sem væri hann meざ
and reckons he understands where thekranklegri ásjónu. Hann skoざar
princess’s castle is. Then he comes to thesetning borgarinnar og 蛎ykist skilja,
principal temple, where it seems to himhvar vera mun kastali konungsdóttur.
most likely that she would go to attendSíざan kom hann til 蛎ess
mass, and he sits himself down there in
front of the church door.
höfuざmusteris, sem honum 蛎ótti
líkast hún mundi til tíざa ganga, og
sest hann 蛎ar fyrir kirkjudyr.
The day wears on. Then he sees the castle
doors open, and irst out come
Líざur svo fram á daginn. 恰ví næst sér
hann opnast kastalann, og koma 蛎ar
22.
entertainers with all kinds offyrst út leikarar meざ allra handa
instruments; after them armoured menhljóざfærum; 蛎ar næst herklæddir
with ine gear; next come courtly boys,menn meざ vænum búnaざi; hér næst
bearing in their hands bunches of lowers,ganga kurteisir sveinar, berandi sér
which spread their sweet aromaí höndum blómasamlega vöndu
throughout the whole city; there followsætlega ilmandi um alla borgina; hér
four earls and, with the princess, twonæst ganga fjórir jarlar og tveir
stewards bearing golden poles. On top ofstívarざar meざ henni, berandi
them stood a glass canopy on which wasgulllegar stengur. Á 蛎eim ofan var
inscribed the whole structure of theeinn glerhiminn; á honum var skrifuざ
heavens and the courses of the sun, theöll himinsins sköpun, sólar, tungls og
moon, and the stars. Up above that washimintunglanna gangur. 恰ar upp yir
a peacock wrought with greatvar einn páfugl meざ miklum
craftsmanship, and under it walked thismeistaradóm gerざur; hér undir gekk
noble maiden in her radiant apparel. Her蛎essi sæmilega jómfrú meざ skínandi
mantle was woven with such great skillbúnaざi. Hennar möttull var oinn meざ
that no craftsman understood what thatsvo miklum meistaradóm, aざ enginn
beautiful artefact was made of. Fourmeistari kunni skyn á, af hverju 蛎aざ
margraves held up her train, and aroundvæna smíざi var gert. Hennar klæざum
her walked many other maidens, deckedhéldu uppi fjórir margreifar. En 蛎ar
out with the inest raiment. Theum kring gengu margar jómfrúr
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skr訣ddar meざ hinum besta búnaざi.
恰etta nálægざist skjótt musteriざ, 蛎aざ
procession quickly neared the temple that
Jarlmann was standing beside. And when
sem Jarlmann stóざ hjá. En sem hann he saw the maiden pass in front of him,
sá jómfrúna komna gagnvart sér, he threw himself down before her feet,
saying “Pity me, lady, for God’s sake.”kastar hann sér fram fyrir hennar
fætur, svo mælandi: “Miskunna 蛎ú
mér, frú, fyrir guざs sakir.”
“Who are you?” she says.“Hver ertu?” segir hún.23.
Jarlmann says: “I am a foreigner, from the
North, and have come to you sick, in great
need of your healing.”
Jarlmann segir: “Ég er einn útlenskur
maざur úr Norざurálfunni, krankur til
yざar kominn, mjög 蛎urfandi yざar
lækningar viざ.”
24.
She answered, smiling: “How should I
heal you, my good man?” She calls over
Hún mælti og brosti viざ: “Hvernig á
ég aざ lækna 蛎ig, maざur minn?” Hún
25.
another maiden and speaks to her thus:kallar á aざra jómfrú og talar svo til
“Accompany this man home to my castle,
where the other sick people are.”
hennar: “Fylg 蛎essum manni heim í
minn kastala, 蛎ar sem eru aざrir
krankir menn.”
The young lady does as she has been
commanded, while the princess attended
Mærin gerir sem henni var boざiざ. En
konungsdóttir stóざ aざ tíざum, til 蛎ess
26.
mass until it was inished. Then sheaざ allar voru úti. Síざan gengur hún í
proceeded to her castle. Tables were thensinn kastala. Voru 蛎á borざ til reidd
laid with white cloths and sumptuousmeざ hvítum dúkum og d訣rlegri fæざu,
food, and that maiden sat down to dine.og sest jómfrúin svo undir borざ. En
But when the tables had been takensem 蛎au voru ofan tekin, stendur hún
down, she stood up and went to whereupp og gengur 蛎angaざ, sem krankir
the sick people were. They welcomed hermenn voru inni. 恰eir fagna henni vel.
warmly. She now asked for the man whoHún spyr nú eftir 蛎eim manni, sem
had sought her healing just a short timefyrir skemmstu hafざi hana lækninga
before. He stood up and bowed to her.beざiざ. Hann stóざ upp og laut henni.
She asked what sort of illness he had, butHún spurざi, hversu hans sóttarferli
he said that he did not entirely know andværi háttaざ. En3 hann sagざist 蛎aざ
said that she would come closest toógerla vita og segir hún muni 蛎ví
knowing if she proceeded to examine his
body.
næst geta, ef hún færi 蛎reifandi um
sinn líkama.
Then she shows him to a place away from
the other sick people and now wants to
Síざan lætur hún hann í afvikinn staざ
frá öざrum sjúkum mönnum og vill nú
27.
observe and investigate his illness andskoざa og rannsaka hans sjúkdóm,
how it presents itself. Then she speaks tohvernig honum sé háttaざ. Síざan talar
him: “I have thought for a while, and Ihún til hans: “Ég hei hugsaざ um hríざ,
cannot ind any illness in your body,og inn ég ei sótt í líkama 蛎ínum,
unless it is the kind of thing where, as thenema svo sé henni háttaざ, sem
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orざskviざurinn hljóざar, aざ ‘sá er ekki
heill, sem hugurinn veikir,’ og hygg
ég, aざ svo muni vera.”
saying goes, ‘he is not whole, whom the
mind weakens.’ And I think that this is
the case here.”
“My lady,” he says, “you have diagnosed
my condition correctly, and I now want
“Frú mín,” segir hann, “rétt segir 蛎ú
mitt sóttarferli, og vil ég nú biざja
28.
to request your mercy, for I am in youryざur griざa, 蛎ví ég er á yざru valdi, en
power and born far from your land, andfjarri yざar landi fæddur, og hei ég
I have been sick at heart for a long time,lengi hugsjúkur veriざ, hversu ég
considering how I might gain an audiencemætti yざar fundi ná eざa viざ yざur tala.
with you or speak to you. My conditionEr nú mikiざ mitt sóttarferli batnaざ,
has now improved considerably, since Isíざan ég sá yざvart andlit og ég heyrざi
saw your face and heard your speech. Iyざvart mál; 蛎ví væntir mig, aざ svo
expect that my mission will havemuni leira ganga um mitt erindi,
repercussions for many more, before weáざur en viざ skiljumst aざ. En meざ yざru
loi vil ég tala mitt erindi.” part ways. And by your leave, I would like
to explain my mission.”
She says “What is your name or ancestry?
Or in what country were your born? No
Hún segir: “Hvert er 蛎itt nafn eざa
kynferざi? Eざa í hverju landi ertu
29.
man ever came here before who dared to
mock me like this.”
fæddur? Enginn maざur kom hér sá
fyrr, aざ mig 蛎yrざi svo aざ dára.”
“My lady, I did not come here,” he says,
“to mock you. My name is Jarlmann and
“Ei kom ég hér til 蛎ess, frú,” segir
hann, “aざ dára yざur. Mitt heiti er
30.
my home the praiseworthy land ofJarlmann og mitt fósturland hiざ
France. And my father is Earl Roざgeir thelofsæla Frakkland. En minn faざir er
Mighty. My lord is called Hermann. He isRoざgeir jarl hinn ríki. Minn lávarざur
the King of France, young and skilled,heitir Hermann; konungur er hann
valiant and well-educated, and I cameyir Frakklandi, ungur og listugur,
here because he sent me. On account ofvaskur og vel menntur, og af hans
the fame that spreads as a result of yourforlagi kom ég hingaざ. En sakir
beauty and wisdom, I want irst to knowfrægざar 蛎eirrar, sem fer af fegurざ
what sort of answer you might want toyざar og vitsmunum, 蛎á vil ég fyrst
give, if he were to come here to ask for
your hand in marriage.”
vita, hver svör 蛎ér viljiざ til gefa, ef
hann kæmi aざ biざja yざar sér til
eiginkonu.”
But she replies: “You have given a great
deal of thought to our meeting in the
En hún svarar: “Mikla forhugsan heir
蛎ú haft í 蛎inni för um okkarn fund,
31.
course of your journey, but I will explainog mun ég svo í ljósi láta 蛎etta efni
this matter to you, who need not havefyrir 蛎ér sem ei 蛎urfti til aざ taka. Er
taken on this matter. I don’t know thatmér maざur sá ókenndur aざ öllu, svo
man at all: hearsay is all I have to go onaざ ég hei ei nema spurn til hans. En
about him. And even though he is praised蛎ótt hann sé lofaざur af öllum, 蛎á hafa
by everyone, men whom I do not know蛎ó komiざ sjálir 蛎eir menn 蛎ess
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erindis, aざ ég veit ei, hvort minni eru
háttar en hann, og heir mér ei s訣nst
to be any lesser men than he is have come
here in person with the same intentions,
aざ giftast 蛎eim. Eru 蛎eir menn 蛎ó oss and I have not seen it to marry them,
alkunnugir aざ mörgum góざum
hlutum.”
even though those men are well known
to me for many good things.”
“So we have heard,” says Jarlmann, “and
many think that you fail to take into
“Spurt höfum vér 蛎aざ,” segir
Jarlmann, “og 蛎ykir mörgum yざur
32.
consideration, that you are puttinghafa 蛎aざ yir sést, aざ 蛎ér reyniざ svo
Fortune, who offers you an advantageoushamingjuna aざ, 蛎á hún b訣ざur yざur
thing, to the test. Because it is dificult tofarsællega hluti. 恰ví vant er aざ vita,
hvaざ viざ tekur, ef góざu neitar.” know what comes next, if you turn down
something good.”
The maiden replies: “Our conversation
will now end for the time being, but since
Jómfrúin svarar: “Endast mun okkar
skraf hér um aざ sinni, en meざ 蛎ví mér
33.
it seems to me that you are eloquent andvirざist 蛎itt orざalag vel og skil, aざ 蛎ú
I recognize that you are a wise man, youert maざur vitur, 蛎á megiざ 蛎ér dveljast
may remain here for a while and teachhér nokkra stund og kenna mér
me the ways of France, and tell me news
of it.”
Frakklands vísu og segja mér tíざindi
af 蛎ví.”
“I would be delighted to, my lady,” he
says. Now Jarlmann sits in the princess’s
“恰aざ viljum vér gjarnan, frú,” segir
hann. Nú situr Jarlmann í turninum
34.
tower, and no one but her conidantskonungsdóttur, og vitu 蛎aざ engir
know this. He speaks frequently about hisutan hennar trúnaざarmenn, og jafnan
mission on behalf of his sworn brother,talar hann um sitt erindi vegna síns
whenever he has the opportunity, andfóstbróざur, 蛎egar hann fær tóm til,
praises King Hermann as much as he can.og lofar Hermann konung sem mest
He has now donned ine clothing andhann má. Heir hann nú tekiざ
does not hide his face from the princess.sæmilegan búnaざ og leynir ekki sinni
He seems to her both handsome andásjónu fyrir konungsdóttur. S訣nist
valiant, commanding and, moreover,
courtly.
henni hann bæざi vænn og vaskur,
sköruglegur og 蛎ar meざ hæverskur.
6. On one occasion Lady Ríkilátspeaks to him: “Tell me truthfully,6. Eitt sinn talar frú Ríkilát tilhans: “Seg mér nú satt,35.
Jarlmann, is King Hermann as tall and as
handsome as you?”
Jarlmann, er Hermann konungur svo
stór og fríざur sem 蛎ú ert?”
Jarlmann says: “As one would expect,
judging by both his status and title, he
Jarlmann segir: “恰aざ er eftir 蛎ví, sem
von er, bæざi vegna slektis og
36.
towers as greatly over me as a king towersnafnbótar, aざ hann ber svo mikiざ yir
over an earl in every respect. And hemig sem konungur ber yir jarl aざ
surpasses every man that I have seen in
terms of being handsome and manly.”
allri tign. En fegurざ og karlmennsku
ber hann yir alla 蛎á menn, sem ég
hei séざ.”
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Then the lady said: “Would you be able
to produce a likeness of him on the wall
for my amusement?”
恰á mælti frúin: “Muntu kunna aざ
kasta upp á múrinn eitt líkneski eftir
hans mynd mér til skemmtunar?”
37.
“I shall endeavour to do this, my lady,”
he says. He took a drawing implement
“Ég skal viざ leita, frú,” segir hann.
Hann tók sitt pincer og dregur eitt
38.
and etches the image of a man or amannlíkan eざa líkneski eftir hans
likeness on the wall with great skill andmynd á múrinn meざ miklum hagleik
sensitive artistry, and asks the lady to
look at it.
og mjúkri list og biざur frúna 蛎ar til
aざ líta.
She considers it and says: “You are clearly
a great master, and I cannot imagine that
En hún hyggur aざ og mælir: “Víst ertu
mikill meistari, og ekki kann ég ætla,
39.
anyone would want to look any different,
even if they were free to choose.”
aざ nokkur mundi sig öざruvís kjósa,
蛎ó sjálfur ætti um aざ ráざa.”
“You would feel more strongly if you
were to see King Hermann,” says
Jarlmann.
“Meira mundi yざur til innast, ef 蛎ér
sæjuざ Hermann konung,” segir
Jarlmann.
40.
By now Jarlmann has been staying there
for three more nights. Then he talks to
Nú heir Jarlmann dvalist 蛎ar næstu
蛎rjár nætur. 恰ví næst talar hann viざ
41.
Ríkilát: “I have now stayed here with youRíkilát: “Ég hei nú dvalist hér meざ
and been treated well; I would now likeyざur í góざu yirlæti; vildi ég nú fá
to have leave to ind my men, whom Iorlof aざ inna mína menn, 蛎á ég
parted with a little while ago, and I willskilda viざ fyrir litlu, og vil ég nú
now go to the king regarding my mission,
to see what is to become of it.”
ganga til konungs um mitt erindi,
hvaざ um 蛎aざ verざa skal.”
“It has been good to have you here,” she
says, “and you will go with my blessing.
“Vel heir 蛎ú meざ oss veriざ,” segir
hún, “og gott orlof skaltu af oss hafa.
42.
Yet I will make no offers to King HermannEn engin boざ mun ég gera Hermann
as regards this matter, nor to any other
king.”
konungi um 蛎etta mál og engum
konungi öざrum.”
Jarlmann says: “You will surely agree to
one thing: promise to marry nobody else
Jarlmann segir: “Skilmála nokkurn
muntu gera og lofa 蛎ví aざ giftast eigi
43.
for the period of one year, until you haveöざrum um eitt ár, fyrr en 蛎ér sjáiざ
seen this man, so you will know for蛎ennan mann, svo 蛎ér haiざ yざar
yourself whether what I have told you is
far from the truth.”
raun viざ, hvaざ fjarri er 蛎ví, sem ég
hei sagt yざur.”
“You are silver-tongued, Jarlmann,” she
says, “and you have pursued and
“Mjúka tungu heir 蛎ú, Jarlmann,”
segir hún, “og meざ mikilli list heir
44.
advanced your lord’s suit with great skill.蛎ú rekiざ og lutt 蛎íns herra erindi. En
But I will not give myself as a pledge toengum manni veざset ég mig. En fyrir
any man. Yet on account of our friendshipokkarn vinskap og 蛎ína æru vil ég
蛎essu játa fyrir 蛎ér, ef ég er sjálfráざ.” and your nobility I will agree to this for
you, if I am free to choose.”
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“My lady,” said he, “I will ask no more of
you now, so give me your gold ring, as a
token of surety.”
“Frú,” segir hann, “ég vil nú ei framar
beiざa, og fáiざ mér yざar ingurgull, aざ
蛎etta skal standa stöざugt.”
45.
Now she does as he asked, and he allows
his ring to come into contact with her
Hún gerir nú sem hann beiddi. Hann
lætur nú sitt gull koma á hennar hönd
46.
hand and holds it there so that it growsog heldur aざ, svo ornar, og biざur hana
warm, and asks her to consider howaざ hyggja, hversu vandlát hamingjan
Fortune could be hard to those who trustværi, ef nokkur oftreystir henni.
in her too much. Then he extends hisGefur hann henni síざan góざar kveざjur
fond farewells and turns away. She wishesog sn訣r í brott. Hún baざ hann vel lifa
him well, and is noticeably affected by his
departure.
og 蛎ótti s訣num mikiざ viざ hann aざ
skilja.
But when he came out of the castle, he
saw a great leet, equipped for battle,
En er hann kemur út af kastalanum,
sá hann aざ höfnum sigla mikinn
47.
sailing into the port. There were 600 shipsskipalota og mjög hermannlegan.
in total, and ive dromons22 as well,恰au voru sex hundruざ4 aざ tölu og
remarkably large. Jarlmann did not hurryimm drómundar aざ auki, furざulega
out of the city, because he wanted to get
an idea of what their intentions might be.
stórir. Jarlmann l訣tti sér ekki úr
borginni, 蛎ví aざ hann vildi fá vitund
af, hvert erindi 蛎essir eiga.
Now the ships make land, and they set up
camp. And when things were in place,
Nú ber skipin aざ landi, og reisa 蛎eir
herbúざir sínar. En er 蛎eir hafa um
48.
Jarlmann walked to the beach, and whenbúiざ, gengur Jarlmann til stranda, og
he had come a bit of a way from the city,sem hann er kominn nokkuざ svo frá
twelve remarkably large men rideborginni, 蛎á ríざa í móti honum tólf
towards him. He greets them and asksmenn furざulega stórir. Hann heilsar
where they are from. And the one whoupp á 蛎á og spyr, hvaざan 蛎eir séu. En
represented them spoke: “I am called
Starkus.”
sá, sem fyrir 蛎eim var, mælti: “Ég
heiti Starkus.”
Jarlmann asked: “Who controls the great
leet that has just come ashore?”
Jarlmann spyr: “Hver ræざur 蛎eim
mikla skipalota, er 蛎ar er n訣kominn
viざ land?”
49.
“His name,” says Starkus, “is King
Rómanus, son of King Ródían from Apulia.
Starkus segir, aざ hann heiti Rómanus
konungur, son Ródíans konungs af
50.
We have travelled here in order to get thePúl. “Förum vér 蛎ess erindis hingaざ
princess, because word has travelled of
her skills and beauty.”
aざ fá konungsdóttur, 蛎ví mikil fregn
gengur af hennar listum og fegurざ.”
Jarlmann said: “I expect you will not
succeed in that mission, because she is
already engaged to another man.”
Jarlmann sagざi: “Ég vænti, aざ ykkur
verざi 蛎aざ ekki aざ erindi, 蛎ví aざ hún
er trúlofuざ öざrum manni áざur.”
51.
“That will not put a stop to our quest,”
said Starkus, “because we will not leave
“Ekki mun 蛎aざ hefta ferざ vora,” segir
Starkus, “蛎ví aざ vér förum ekki héざan
52.
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here without her accompanying us, even
if her father is against it, and no man will
á brott, fyrr en hún fylgir oss, 蛎ó
hennar faざir vilji 蛎aざ ekki, og ekki fær
be able to prevent that. We have such a
great army, that it is no use trying.”
neinn maざur 蛎ví á móti staざiざ; svo
höfum vér mikinn her, aざ slíkt stoざar
ekki.”
With this said, they part.恰eir skilja aざ svo mæltu.53.
7. The next thing that happened wasthat the King of Constantinople is7. 恰aざ
5 er nú 蛎ví næst, aざ
Miklagarざs konungur sat í
54.
sitting in his palace and receives word ofsinni höll og heir spurn af 蛎eim
the great army that has now arrived uponmikla her, sem nú er kominn yir
his shores. The palace doors are openedhans hafnir. Nú lúkast upp hallardyr,
and in ride twelve remarkably big men,og ríざa 蛎ar inn tólf menn furざulega
and yet judging by their clothes merelystórir og 蛎ó sem meざ sendimanna
envoys. They ride up to the king. The onebúning; 蛎eir ríざa fyrir konung. Sá
who represented them said: “We are notmælti, sem fyrir 蛎eim var: “Enga
obliged to bring you any greetings,kveざju eigum vér 蛎ér aざ bera, 蛎ví aざ
because those who call themselves蛎eir eru 蛎ess eigi maklegir, sem
Christians are not worthy of them. Princekristnir kallast. Rómanus konungsson
Rómanus of Apulia has come here to yourutan af Púl er hér kominn í yざrar
shores. He sends you this message, thathafnir; hann gerir yざur 蛎au boざ, aざ
you must send your daughter to him,蛎ér sendiざ honum yざra dóttur, svo
assuming you want to hold on to yourframt sem 蛎ér viljiざ halda yざru ríki,
kingdom, because we do not want蛎ví aざ eigi viljum vér, aざ kristnir
Christians having such a beautiful maidenspenni svo væna jungfrú. En ef 蛎ér
in their grasp. But if you want to object,viljiざ nokkuざ í móti mæla, 蛎á eru
then your days are numbered, and allendaざir 蛎ínir lífdagar og allt yざvart
your kingdom forfeit, because we haveríki forráざiざ, 蛎ví aざ vér höfum bílagt
blockaded your harbours and your peopleyざrar hafnir og allt yざart fólk er
will receive no quarter from us. Nowgriざalaust fyrir oss. Nú ger á góざan
make a wise decision about our suit,úrskurざ um vort mál, 蛎ví aざ ei viljum
because we will not sit around for long,vér lengi athafnarlausir, 蛎ví aざ svo
because we have brought so great anmikinn her höfum vér hingaざ dregiざ,
army here that there is no hope of youaざ engi von er yざur hjálpar, 蛎ótt
receiving any help, even if anyone wasnokkur væri svo heimskur, aざ viざ 蛎aざ
foolhardy enough to want to attempt to,vildi leita, 蛎ví aざ vér höfum sex
given that we have got six hundred shipshundruざ skipa og 蛎ar til imm
and ive dromons as well. Everyone in the
whole world is afraid of me.”
drómunda. Er allt fólk í veröldu viざ
mig hrætt.”
The king answers his request: “You are
both large and state your purpose with
Konungur svarar máli hans:
“Hvorttveggja er, aざ 蛎ú ert mikill,
55.
vigour. But if your lord is as mighty asenda lytur 蛎ú ákalega 蛎ín erindi. En
you say, then he will wait until tomorrowef 蛎inn herra er svo mikill sem 蛎ú
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segir, 蛎á bíざi hann morguns til svara,
蛎ví aざ ég vil tala viざ dóttur mína og
for an answer, for I want to discuss this
matter with my daughter and my friends.
vini um 蛎etta mál. En fyrr skal ég But I will die before I marry her off
against her will.”deyja en ég gifti hana utan hennar
vilja.”
The envoys depart, but the king and all
his men remain behind, downcast and
Sendimenn fara nú á brott. En
konungur situr eftir hryggur og
56.
gloomy, because the envoys and theirókátur og allir hans menn, 蛎ví aざ svo
words were so terrifying that theremikil ógn stóざ af sendimönnum og
seemed little hope of peace. The envoys蛎eirra heitum, aざ 蛎eim 蛎ótti sér lítil
went to meet Prince Rómanus, and theyvon friざar. Sendimenn fóru, til 蛎ess
told him what answers the king hader 蛎eir fundu Rómanus konungsson,
given. He became so enraged that it wasog sögざu honum, hver svör konungur
uncertain whether he would keep himself
in check.
hefざi geiざ. En hann varざ ákalega
reiざur, svo aざ réざ um,6 hvort hann
mundi halda vitinu.
8. Now the king calls all his mentogether and seeks advice as to8. Nú kallar konungur saman allasína menn og leitar ráざs,57.
how the matter should be dealt with, andhversu meざ skal fara, aざ lestum 蛎ótti
most thought this was a dificult matterúr vöndu aざ ráざa. Konungur spurざi
to solve. The king asked his daughter howaざ dóttur sína, hversu hún vildi vera
she wanted to have things, and she saidláta, en hún kvaざst fyrr skyldu ganga
that she would rather throw herself on aút á bál en sam蛎ykkjast 蛎essum
pyre than consent to marry this iendfjanda, sem bæざi væri hundheiざinn
og aざ öllu illa fallinn. who was both a heathen dog and unit for
anything.
Then the king asked his men to prepare
for battle with such strength as they
Konungur baざ 蛎á sína menn búast viざ
bardaga meざ slíkum styrk sem 蛎eir
58.
could muster. That night there was a lotkunna aざ fá. Var á 蛎essi nótt mikiざ
of hubbub in the city and all thebrak í borginni og öllum nálægustum
neighbouring places that were withinstöざum, svo vítt sem komast mátti.
reach. Each man readied himself and his
horse, and then they awaited morning.
Bjó hver sig og sinn hest, og biざu svo
morguns.
Now let us tell of the heathens: Prince
Rómanus wakes up early and rouses the
Nú er aざ segja af heiざingjanum, aざ
Rómanus konungsson vaknar
59.
army and tells them to arm themselvessnemma og vekur upp herinn og
and march to the city and burn it and killbiざur 蛎á herklæざast og ganga aざ
every human being whom they can getborginni og brenna hana, en drepa
hold of. The whole army now does ashvert mannsbarn, er 蛎eir fá náざ, og
instructed, blowing their horns, mountingsvo gerir nú allur herinn, blása í sína
their horses, and acting boldly. Starkuslúざra, stíga á sína hesta og láta
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allhreystimannlega. Starkus tekur í
hönd sér merki konungssonar, og eru
nú albúnir.
takes up the prince’s standard, and they
are now ready.
9. Early that morning, as the sunrises, people saw from the city ive9. 恰ennan morgun snemma, semsólin r訣ざur, sáu menn úr60.
ships sailing with golden weather-vanesborginni imm skip sigla meざ gylltum
and gold-striped sails and heading intoveざurvitum og gullstöfuざum seglum,
the Golden Horn. The harbour wasog stefndu aざ Stólpasundum. Var
opened up for them. They docked in thehöfnin upp lokin fyrir 蛎eim.7 恰eir
royal berth and about ive hundred menlögざu í konungslægi og gengu á land
disembarked. They had ine horsesvel imm hundruざ manna. 恰eir létu
brought off the ship and mounted them,leiざa af skipinu góざa hesta og stigu á
riding in haste to the city. By then thebak, riざu skyndilega til borgarinnar.
king had set his men in defensiveHafざi konungur 蛎á skipaざ sínum
positions and all the city gates weremönnum til varnar, og voru læst öll
locked. Jarlmann asked for permission toborgarhliざ. Jarlmann baざ orlofs á
speak with the king, and when his requestkonungs fund til viざtals, og aざ 蛎ví
was accepted, he rode into the city andfengnu reiざ hann í borgina og gekk
went before the king and greeted himfyrir konung og kvaddi hann
honourably. The king asked what his
parentage was.
virざulega. Konungur spyr, hvaざ
manna hann væri.
“I am called Jarlmann,” he says, “and my
family is from France, where I was
“Jarlmann heiti eg,” segir hann, “en
ætt mín er á Frakklandi, og 蛎ar er ég
61.
brought up. But I was sent here by a kingbarnfæddur. En sá konungur sendi
named Hermann. He rules the whole ofmig hingaざ, er Hermann heitir. Hann
France and a great realm besides. Hest訣rir öllum Frans og miklu ríki öざru.
wants to marry your daughter Ríkilát,Hann vill fá yざra dóttur Ríkilát, er lof
who is praised more highly than anyber allra meyja, 蛎eirra er vér höfum
other maiden whom we have heard of.spurn af. Vill hann 蛎essa ráざs vitja til
He wants to come to your land to makeyざars lands, ef 蛎ér viljiざ hér nokkurn
kost á gera meざ hennar sam蛎ykki.” arrangements for this marriage, if you
decide to accept his proposal, with her
consent.”
The king replies: “Not long ago, I believed
she would be married to a ine man, but
Konungur svarar: “恰aざ var um stund,
aざ oss 蛎ótti hennar gjaforざ standa til
62.
now it is all looking rather different,góざs efnis, en 蛎aざ veit nú allt öざruvís
because a black23 berserker has now comeviざ, 蛎ví aざ hér er nú kominn einn blár
here and wants to take her away from usberserkur og vill kúga hana af oss
by force using an immense host, and he
threatens us with death.”
meざ ógrynni hers og ógnar oss
dauざa.”
Jarlmann says: “That is not an issue if you
are happy to accept our proposal, because
Jarlmann segir: “Ekki stendur oss 蛎aざ
fyrir ráざum, ef 蛎ér viljiざ oss nokkurn
63.
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I am not afraid of heathens, even if there
are a lot of them, because their arrogance
always turns out badly.”
kost8 á gera, 蛎ví aざ eigi hræざumst ég
heiざingja, 蛎ó aざ 蛎eir séu margir, 蛎ví
aざ jafnan selst 蛎eirra ofstopi illa.”
The king now has his daughter called in,
and when she comes, she recognizes
Konungur lætur nú kalla dóttur sína
蛎angaざ, og 蛎egar hún kemur, kennir
64.
Jarlmann, and he her, though the kinghún Jarlmann og hvort 蛎eirra annaざ,
did not know that. And her heart was蛎ó konungur vissi 蛎aざ eigi; og varざ
deeply relieved, because ever since theyhennar brjóst harざla fegiざ, 蛎ví aざ
had parted, she had thought constantly
of King Hermann.
síざan 蛎au skildu, gekk hennar hugur
aldrei af Hermanni konungi.
The king now tells his daughter what the
situation is and asks her to suggest at
Konungur segir nú dóttur, í hvert efni
komiざ var, og biざur hana gefa skjótt
65.
once a sensible course of action. But sheráざ og gott. En hún svarar: “Ég veit
replies: “I do not know whether goodnú eigi, hvort góざu einu kemur viざ,”
alone will come of this,” she says, “but itsegir hún, “en ólíkt 蛎ykir mér aざ eiga
seems to me quite another matter tokristinn mann, 蛎ann sem vér höfum
marry a Christian, of whom we havegóざa spurn af, en 蛎ann bölvaざa hund,
heard good reports, rather than thatsem ills eins er aざ von. En ef Jarlmann
cursed dog, of whom only evil can bevill oss liざ veita síns fóstbróざur
vegna, 蛎á mun ég 蛎essu játa.” expected. If Jarlmann wishes to offer us
assistance on behalf of his sworn brother,
I will agree to this.”
Jarlmann says: “If you will, my lady, give
me your pledge to be the wife of my
Jarlmann segir: “Viljiざ 蛎ér, frú, selja
mér yざra trú til aざ vera eiginkona
66.
sworn brother and accompany me homemíns fóstbróざur og mér fylgja heim
to France, then I will join your father’sí Frans, 蛎á skal ég ganga í liざ meざ
force and gladly ight Rómanus. But if youföざur 蛎ínum og glaざur berjast viざ
do not want to do so, I will go back homeRómanus. En ef 蛎ér viljiざ ei svo gera,
to my country and take no part in yourmun ég fara heim aftur til míns lands
dealings. But only make me a promise
that you are sure you can keep.”
og engan hlut í eiga meざ yざur. En
loiざ mér 蛎ví einu, sem 蛎ér viljiざ
stöざugt halda.”
The king and his daughter now agree to
this, and Jarlmann shakes hands on it
恰essu játar nú konungur og hans
dóttir, og tekur Jarlmann handfestur
67.
with the whole army as a witness. Andaざ vitni alls hersins. Og 蛎egar í staざ
straight away Jarlmann has the gateslætur Jarlmann lúka upp hliざunum -
opened—every man marching out of theog ganga allir menn út af borginni -
city—and has his force arrayed on theog fylkja9 sínu liざi á völlinn og blása
plain and the war-trumpets blown; andsíざan herblástur og bíざa svo tilkomu
heiざingja. thus they await the arrival of the
heathens.
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10. It was not long before thedark-skinned devils rushed10. Nú var ei langt aざ bíざa,áざur en blámennirnir68.
down from the ships with a great racketgeysast neざan frá skipunum meざ
and din of arms. Prince Rómanus wasmiklum gn訣 og vopnabraki. Rómanus
easily recognizable on account of his size,konungsson var auざkenndur fyrir
weapons, and armour; on one side he wassakir vaxtar og vopnabúnings; hann
as black as night, but as pale as ashes onvar öざrumegin blár sem hel, en
the other; his eyes were yellow like aöざrumegin fölur sem aska; hans augu
cat’s, as were his teeth; his voice was sovoru gul sem í ketti og svo hiざ sama
loud that it echoed in every crag whentennur; hljóざ hans var svo mikiざ, aざ
he spoke. Starkus, his standard-bearer,dvergmála kvaざ í hverjum hamri, er
was the same. There were many otherhann talar. Á sömu leiざ var Starkus,
men there of great size, but nonetheless
unpleasant characters.
hans merkismaざur. Margur annar var
蛎ar mikill vexti, en illur kosti.
The two armies now clash with a great
thundering and din of arms. Jarlmann
Síga nú saman fylkingar meざ miklum
gn訣 og vopnabraki. Jarlmann fylgdi
69.
accompanied the king in order to ensuresvo konunginum, aざ ekki mátti
that the enemy could not surround them.umkringja 蛎á. Hann hafざi skipaざ í
He had arrayed many archers on thevígskörざ marga bogamenn aざ skjóta
battlements to shoot at the heathens andá heiざingja, og voru 蛎eir menn til
chosen those men who knew how to蛎ess valdir, sem vel kunnu aざ skjóta,
shoot well, but were so old that that theyen voru svo gamlir, aざ 蛎eir máttu eigi
could not engage in close combat, andganga í höggorrustu, og urざu 蛎eir
they caused a great deal of damage to theheiざingjum mjög skeinuhættir.
heathens. Jarlmann now presses boldlyJarlmann sækir nú fram djarlega meざ
forth with his men and strikes both mensínum mönnum og höggur bæざi
and horses; no one whom his swordmenn og hesta; 蛎urfti sá engi um sár
touched had cause to bandage hisaざ binda, sem hans sverざ nam; og er
wounds; and he had reached the middlehann kominn í miざjan her heiざingja,
of the heathen army so that theirsvo aざ merki 蛎eirra stóざ á baki
standard was behind him. The Greek kinghonum. Slíkt hiざ sama gerざi
proceeded likewise and followed hisGrikkjakonungur og fylgir fram sínu
standard forward and killed a great many
men, because he was an excellent knight.
merki, drepur allmargan mann, 蛎ví
hann var hinn besti riddari.
Now Starkus the great rode forth and the
standard-bearer of the Greek king came
Nú ríざur fram Starkus hinn mikli, og
honum í mót kemur merkismaざur
70.
towards him. Starkus thrusts hisGrikkjakonungs. Starkus leggur til
standard-pole towards him andhans meざ merkistönginni og 蛎egar í
immediately runs him through and liftsgegnum hann og vegur hann upp sem
him up as high as he can and lets him lailhæst mátti hann og lætur hann
about on the point. The Greek king wassprikla á oddinum. 恰essu var nær
nearby and dealt Starkus a blow,staddur Grikkjakonungur og hjó til
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Starkus og í sundur merkistöngina og
fjórざunginn af skildinum, og hljóp
chopping the standard-pole in two and a
quarter off his shield, bringing the sword
sverざiざ ofan á læriざ, svo í beini stóざ, down on his thigh so that it got stuck in
og féllu á jörざ bæざi senn merkin, og the bone, and both standards fell to the
varざ 蛎á gn訣r mikill. Starkus hjó á ground at the same time and there was a
móti til konungs, og kom á hjálminn, great boom. Starkus struck back at the
og tók af fjórざunginn og af konungi king, hitting his helmet and taking off a
hiざ hægra eyraざ. En höggiざ var svo quarter of it and the king’s right ear. And
蛎ungt, aざ konungur hné í óvit fram á the blow was so heavy that the king
söざulbogann. Í 蛎ví kom Jarlmann aざ passed out, falling forwards onto his
ríざandi og hjó til Starkus á hálsinn, saddlebow. At that moment Jarlmann
svo aざ af tók höfuざiざ og stökk yir came riding towards them and struck
蛎rjá 蛎á, sem næstir voru. 恰etta sama Starkus on the neck so that his head came
högg tók höfuざ af hestinum, og var off and lew over the three nearest men.
蛎á dyntur mikill, er Starkus féll til
jarざar.
This same blow took off the head of his
horse, and then there was a great crash
when Starkus fell to the ground.
Prince Rómanus now rides forward very
boldly, both striking and thrusting, and
Rómanus konungsson ríざur nú fram
alldjarlega og gerir bæざi aざ höggva
71.
in a short while he has killed a hundredog leggja, og á lítilli stundu heir hann
of Jarlmann’s troops, with those he haddrepiざ hundraざ manna af liざi
slain lying piled up so high on either sideJarlmanns, og svo háan valköst hlóざ
that they came up to his saddlebow, and
no one dared ride against him.
hann, aざ jafnhátt bar hans söざulboga
á báざar hliざar, og engi maざur vogar
honum á mót aざ ríざa.
Jarlmann had left behind on his ships six
hundred of the most valiant men, who
Jarlmann hafざi sett eftir á skipum
sínum sex hundruざ manna, 蛎á sem
72.
were to attack the heathens when theyvaskastir voru, og skyldu 蛎eir koma
were least prepared for it. The one whoí opna skjöldu heiざingjum. Rémund
led them was called Rémund, a greathét sá, sem fyrir 蛎eim var, hinn mesti
warrior and a relative of Jarlmann. Andkappi og frændi Jarlmanns. Og 蛎á
when he entered the battle, the heathenshann kom í bardagann, urざu
became frightened, both on account ofheiざingjar felmsfullir bæざi af falli
Starkus’ death and Rémund’s assault.Starkus og af sókn Rémundar.
Rémund dealt a mighty blow to a warriorRémund hjó eitt mikiざ högg til eins
named Gibbon. That blow landed rightkappa, er Gibbon hét. 恰aざ högg kom
across the helmet and across his face so蛎vert framan í hjálminn um 蛎vert
that his head split in two below the eyes,andlitiざ, svo aざ sundur tekur höfuざiざ
and he fell dead to the ground. This greatfyrir neざan augun, og féll hann
blow terriied the heathens and they feltdauざur niざur til jarざar. 恰etta hiざ
that they were doomed, should they meetmikla högg hræざast heiざingjar og
any of these men on the battleield.蛎ykjast til dauざa dæmdir, ef nokkur
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verざur fyrir 蛎eim. En hann gengur
蛎egar djarlega fram og höggur á tvær
Rémund, however, immediately goes
boldly forth and deals blows on both
hendur sér, drepur svo margan mann,
aざ ótal mátti heita.
sides, killing an incalculable number of
men.
Prince Rómanus can see how much
damage this man is inlicting on his
恰etta getur aざ líta Rómanus
konungsson, hversu mikinn skaざa
73.
forces. He turns towards Rémund and jabs蛎essi maざur gerir á hans liざi. Sn訣r
his hefty spear at him; the blow strikeshann nú í mót Rémundi og leggur til
the front saddlebow, splitting it, and hishans sínu digra spjóti; kemur lagiざ í
spear jabbed into the coat of mail belowsöざulbogann hinn fremra, svo hann
the ribs and then out through the back.klofnaざi, en spjótiざ hljóp í brynjuna
Rémund has now received a mortalfyrir neざan bringspalirnar og svo út
wound. He is emboldened now to such anum bakiざ. Nú heir Rémund fengiざ
extent that he strikes at the prince andsitt banasár. Nú er hann svo vaskur,
hits him on his leg above the ankle,aざ hann höggur til konungssonar, og
slicing through both leg and greaves, sokom 蛎aざ á fótinn fyrir ofan ökklann
that it dangled by a thread, and Rémundog tók í sundur meざ brynhosunni, svo
fell down at once, dead, from his horse.aざ lítiざ loddi viざ, og féll Rémund
Now Prince Rómanus shows no mercy,蛎egar dauざur af hestinum. En
killing every living thing that gets in hisRómanus konungsson eirir nú engu
way, so that neither helmet nor coat ofog drepur nú allt 蛎aざ fyrir honum
mail can withstand him. They felt certainverざur, svo aざ hvorki stendur fyrir
that he would kill the entire troop that
had gathered there all by himself.
honum hjálmur né brynja. 恰ykir 蛎eim
vísast, aざ hann muni drepa einn allt
蛎aざ liざ, sem 蛎ar er saman komiざ.
Jarlmann could see this, but he had his
hands full, because he had made it
恰etta getur aざ líta Jarlmann, en 蛎ó
átti hann æriざ um aざ vera, 蛎ví hann
74.
unaccompanied into the middle of thevar einn kominn í miざjan her
heathen army so that they were bothheiざingja, svo aざ 蛎eir voru bæざi á bak
behind and in front and on both sides ofog fyrir og á báざar hliざar. En hann
him. Nevertheless he cleared the wayruddi 蛎eim frá sér meざ sínu sverざi.
with his sword. His shield and helmetEr nú höggvinn hans skjöldur og
were now battered; both his arms werehjálmur; blóざgar eru hans báざar
bloody up to the shoulder. Regardless, hehendur til axla; 蛎ó sn訣r hann nú
turns to where the prince is and grabs a蛎angaざ, sem konungsson var, og fær
large spear and throws it at him. It hitseitt mikiざ spjót og sk訣tur til
him in the thigh, going right through itkonungssonar. 恰aざ kemur í læriざ, svo
and the saddle-board, and most of theaざ í gegnum gekk, og svo söざulfjölina,
spear ended up lodged inside the body ofaざ meiri hlutur spjótsins hljóp inn í
the horse. Now the prince deals Jarlmannbúk hestinum. Nú höggur
a blow, so that he knocks the visor fromkonungsson til Jarlmanns, svo af gekk
his helmet, and his sword cuts down intoblakan af hjálminum, en sverざiざ hljóp
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niざur á brynjuna, og af honum
geirvörtuna hina hægri, svo aざ skein
the mailcoat, taking off his right nipple
and exposing raw lesh. Now Jarlmann
í bert holdiざ. Nú sér Jarlmann, aざ engi sees that his best hope of survival lies in
er lífs von líkari en aざ hefna sín. 恰ví avenging himself. Therefore, he deals
höggur hann nú til Rómanus og af Rómanus a blow, taking off his helmet’s
nefbjörgina hjálminum og af honum nose-guard as well as his nose. The sword
neiざ sjálfum; sverざiざ hljóp niざur í sliced down in between the shield and
milli skjaldarins og brynjunnar, og af coat of mail and took off both his arms at
honum báざar hendurnar í the elbow, coming to a stop in the
olbogabótinni, en sverざiざ nam staざar pommel, and Rómanus fell dead to the
í söざulboganum, og steyptist ground. The Greeks raised great cries of
Rómanus dauざur til jarざar. En Grikkir victory, and the heathens began to lee
lustu upp miklu sigurópi; heiざingjar to their ships. But the king and Jarlmann
tóku aざ l訣ja til skipa sinna. En pursued them, chasing some into the sea
konungur og Jarlmann elta 蛎á, suma and killing others on land, so that almost
nobody from this large army escaped.á kaf, en drepa suma á landi, svo
nálega komst engi undan af 蛎essum
mikla her.
They go now home to the city and they
had a great victory to celebrate and a
Fara 蛎eir nú síざan heim til
borgarinnar og áttu fögrum sigri aざ
75.
great deal of booty. No man who had beenhrósa og miklu herfangi. Engi maざur
in this battle came home without wounds,kom ósár heim, sá sem í 蛎essum
and so many had been killed that it wasbardaga hafざi veriざ, en svo mikill
almost impossible to count them.fjöldi fallinn, aざ varla kom tölu á. Allir
Everyone praised Jarlmann for hislofuざu Jarlmann fyrir sína hreysti.
bravery. Ríkilát began to heal his woundsRíkilát tók aざ græざa sár meざ mikilli
using her great skill and knowledge, andlist og kunnáttu og svo föざur sinn og
likewise for her father and many othersmarga aざra, 蛎á sem mikils 蛎urftu viざ.
who were in great need. Now Jarlmann isNú er Jarlmann gróinn sára sinna, en
healed of his wounds, but he has lost alátiざ heir hann í 蛎essum bardaga
hundred of his men in this battle. He nowhundraざ sinna manna. Heir hann nú
holds a meeting with the king and hiskonung á málstefnu og dóttur hans,
daughter and demands assurances fromheimtir fram 蛎au ummæli, sem
them as regards what he was promisedhonum voru lofuざ, 蛎á er hann gekk í
when he agreed to ight alongside theliざ meざ konungi; og er 蛎á ekki getiざ,
king. And there is no mention of theaざ konungsdóttir hefざi 蛎á nokkur
mótmæli um 蛎etta. princess having anything to say against
this.
The king says: “We owe you so much,” he
says, “and it is a great harm to us, that
Konungur segir: “Svo mikiざ eigum
vér 蛎ér aざ launa,” segir hann, “og
76.
such men as you do not want to settlemikill skaざi er oss, aざ slíkir menn vilja
down here with us. Why do you not desireeigi hjá oss staざfestast. Eざa hvar fyrir
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annt 蛎ú 蛎ér eigi hins besta ríkis? 恰ví
aざ vel hefざir 蛎ú til unniざ, 蛎ótt 蛎ú
hefざir átt hana sjálfa.”
the best ief for yourself? Because you
would have received the desired reward,
had you wished to have her.”
Jarlmann says: “I wouldn’t be called a
traitor for either your daughter or a large
Jarlmann segir: “Eigi fyrir 蛎ína dóttur
né mikiざ ríki vil ég drottinssvikari
77.
ief. But it seems unclear to me whoheita. En ós訣nt 蛎ykir mér, ef ég hefざi
would have married your daughter, hadekki hér veriざ, hver 蛎innar dóttur
I not been here, and thus I think that it’shefざi notiざ, og 蛎ykjumst ég 蛎ví vel til
for the best that I came, even though thekominn, 蛎ó aざ haldinn sé skildagi viざ
mig.” agreed terms remain in place as far as I’m
concerned.”
And the king says he will not contradict
his daughter if she wants it to be so. And
En konungur segist ekki í móti mæla,
ef dóttir hans vildi svo. En hún gefur
78.
she agrees, because she said she had蛎ar já til, 蛎ví hún segist 蛎eim manni
much to repay that man for, “and I thinkbest eiga aざ launa, “og mun 蛎á eftir
hiざ meira, ef svo fer sem mig varir.” I will end up owing him even more, if all
goes as I suspect.”
This meeting ended with it being fully
resolved that Lady Ríkilát should
Lauk svo 蛎essari stefnu, aざ 蛎etta var
fullráざiざ, aざ frú Ríkilát skyldi fylgja
79.
accompany Jarlmann home to France,Jarlmanni heim í Frakkland, og sór
and he swore an oath to her that hehann henni sína trú, aざ hann skyldi
would be true to her and helpful in
whatever she might require.
henni hollur og hjálplegur, hvers sem
hún kynni meざ aざ 蛎urfa.
The king now organizes his daughter’s
journey and provides her with a great
Lætur konungur nú búa ferざ dóttur
sinnar meざ miklu föruneyti í gulli og
80.
retinue, endowed with gold and silversilfri og mörgum d訣rgripum, svo sem
and many treasures, as beitted his statushonum sómdi og báざum 蛎eim mátti
and would be of greatest honour to themmest til heiざurs verざa. En 蛎egar
both. And when her journey was fullyhennar ferざ var fullbúin, vill
prepared, Jarlmann did not want to waitJarlmann eigi bíざa lengur, 蛎ví hann
any longer, because he and his ships werehafざi búiざ sig og sín skip. Leiddi
fully prepared. The king then led hiskonungur 蛎á til strandar dóttur sína
daughter to the shore and handed herog fól hana honum á hendur og
over to him and gave her a great deal ofkenndi henni mörg heilræざi.
wise advice. The king gave Jarlmann andKonungur gaf Jarlmanni sæmilegar
all his men costly gifts. Then they wentgjair og öllum hans mönnum. 恰ví
on board. At their parting there was nonæst gengu 蛎eir á skip. Viざ 蛎eirra
person, neither man or woman, who wasskilnaざ var engi svo harざur, hvorki
so hard-hearted that they could hold backkarl né kona, aざ vatni mætti halda,
their tears, and all wept for Ríkilát andog grétu allir Ríkilát og 蛎ótti sem
thought that such a woman would neveraldrei mundi koma slík kona í
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Grikkland. Sigla 蛎au nú í haf, 蛎egar
蛎eim gefur byr.
come to Greece again. They now sail out
to sea when the wind is favourable.
We will now let them sail, as beits them,
and let us head for home in France to ind
Látum 蛎au nú sigla, sem 蛎eim vel
gegnir, en víkjum til heima í
81.
out what has been going on there while
Jarlmann has been away.
Frakklandi, hvaざ 蛎ar heir fram fariざ,
síざan Jarlmann fór á brott.
11. It is said that one day when KingHermann was sitting in his hall11. 恰aざ er sagt einhvern dag,sem Hermann konungur sat82.
with his court, and people were enjoyingí sinni höll meざ hirざ sinni, og var 蛎ar
themselves, the hall doors opened, and蛎á gleざi mikil, 蛎á var lokiざ upp
twelve men came in wearing inehallardyrum, og gengu 蛎ar inn tólf
clothing. They came before the king.menn í ríkulegum búningi. 恰eir gengu
Their leader greeted the king and thenfyrir konung. Sá sem fyrir 蛎eim var
said: “We are envoys of that prince, whokvaddi konung og mælti síざan: “Vér
is no more impressed by you than by anerum sendimenn 蛎ess konungssonar,
uninished spur. He has heard that youaざ ekki 蛎ykir meira til 蛎ín koma en
have a sister who is praised most highlyeins óbúins spora; en spurt heir
of all the maidens north of the Alps. Nowhann, aざ 蛎ér eigiざ eina systur, er lof
if you do not want to be humiliated byber allra meyja fyrir norざan
him, then send your sister to him,Mundíufjöll. Nú ef 蛎ér viljiざ enga
because his intention is to have her, andhneisu af honum fá, 蛎á sendiざ honum
then it may be that you get to keep youryざra systur, 蛎ví aざ 蛎aざ er hans erindi,
kingdom, if good men intercede. But ifaざ hann vill hennar fá, og má 蛎á vera
you do not want to do this, then yourmeざ tillögum góざra manna, aざ 蛎ér
honour will be lost, because he is cominghaldiざ ríkinu. En ef 蛎ér viljiざ eigi svo
here tomorrow with such a big army thatgera, 蛎á haiざ 蛎ér tapaざ yざrum sóma,
there is no hope of you surviving, unless
you cede complete control to him.”
蛎ví aざ hann kemur hér á morgun meざ
svo mikinn her, aざ yざur er eigi lífs
von, nema 蛎ér látiざ hann einn öllu
ráざa.”
The king looked at him smiling and said:
“What is your name, good sir? Or what is
Konungur leit til hans brosandi og
mælti: “Hvert er nafn 蛎itt, góざur
83.
that king called who presents me with
such a choice?”
drengur? Eざa hvaざ heitir konungur
sá, er mér gerir slíka kosti?”
He said: “My lord is called Ermanus, son
of King Mundían from Sweden the Cold.
Hann segir: “Minn lávarざur heitir
Ermanus, son Mundíans konungs af
84.
There gold is more abundant than gravel,Sví蛎jóざ hinni köldu. 恰ar fellur nægra
and men there are as strong as bears andgull en grjót, 蛎ar eru menn sterkir
as vicious as wolves,24 so leet of foot thatsem birnir, en grimmir sem ljón, svo
they defeat greyhounds in a race.ljótfættir aざ 蛎eir sigra mjóhunda á
Throughout Asia and likewise across therás. Um allt Asía og svo um Eystrasalt
Baltic Sea all men fear us. Now make aeru allir menn viざ oss hræddir. Ger
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nú skjótan úrskurざ fyrir oss, 蛎ví aざ
ekki r訣fst 蛎ér 蛎aざ ég segi.”
quick decision for us, because what I say
to you won’t fail to come to pass.”
King Hermann then said: “If you ind
Prince Ermanus, then you can tell him
Hermann konungur sagざi 蛎á: “Ef 蛎ú
innur Ermanus konungsson, 蛎á mátt
85.
this, that I have not taken to bowing蛎ú 蛎etta segja honum, aざ ég hei ekki
unwillingly to any man, and I will notnumiざ aざ lúta nauざugur nokkrum
grant his request. And if he visits us, thenmanni, og ekkert já vil ég á hans
we shall await him at home, and if he getsboざskap gera. En ef hann sækir oss
away from here, then he will have proofheim, 蛎á munum vér hans heima
that he never made a more unnecessary
journey.”
bíざa, en ef hann kemst í brott héざan,
蛎á mun hann 蛎aざ sanna, aざ aldrei fór
hann sér ó蛎arfari ferざ.”
“I don’t know,” said Landrés, “how you
came to be so ill-informed that you would
“Ekki veit ég,” segir Landrés, “hvaざan
蛎ú dregur 蛎á dul á 蛎ig, aざ 蛎ú svarar
86.
answer so arrogantly the words of suchsvo drembilega slíks manns orざum,
a man, because your men seem weak and蛎ví aざ mér s訣nist menn 蛎ínir
in short supply, and you will change your
mind when you see his great warriors.”
veiklegir og 蛎ó ekki margir, og mun
蛎ér annaざ s訣nast, 蛎á 蛎ú sér hans
mikla kappa.”
“Don’t make any more threats,” said King
Hermann. “I have seen such men sift lour
and eat the seeds themselves.”25
“Haf engi hót frammi,” segir
Hermann konungur. “Séざ hei ég slíka
menn mjöl sælda og eta sjálir
sáざirnar.”
87.
Then Landrés turned away and did not
say goodbye to the king. The king then
恰á snerist Landrés í brott og kvaddi
ekki konung. Konungur talaざi 蛎á til
88.
spoke with his men: “Good sirs,” he said,sinna manna: “Góざir drengir,” sagざi
“we have received news so now give mehann, “vér höfum fengiざ n訣 tíざindi,
some good advice as to how I should
proceed in order to preserve our honour.”
og leggiざ nú til góざ ráざ, hversu meざ
skal fara aざ halda vorri sæmd.”
Everyone said they wanted to follow his
will and advice. He thus said: “I shall
En allir sögざust hans vilja og ráざum
fylgja vilja. Hann segir svo: “Aldrei
89.
never lee before heathens: rather weskal ég á lótta leggja fyrir
shall go out of the city and ight againstheiざingjum, heldur skulum vér ganga
them with those troops whom we can get,út af borginni og berjast viざ 蛎á meざ
and events will soon reveal to us the蛎aざ liざ, sem vér fáum, og megum vér
outcome. And if we do not succeed, weskjótt af atburざum segja. En ef oss
can fall back into the city, lock it, and lettekst 蛎aざ eigi, megum vér halda aftur
it keep us safe. Many troops will surelyí borgina, læsa hana og láta hana
come swiftly to us if we send out a call togeyma vor; og mun oss snart koma
the people of this country, and we willmikiざ liざ, ef vér gerum boざ
never surrender as long as we can defend
the city.”
landsmönnum, og skulum vér aldrei
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upp gefast, meざan vér getum borgina
variざ.”
A call to arms was now sent out to all the
neighbouring regions. Every person who
Voru nú 蛎angaざ boざ ger um alla
nálæga staざi. Kom 蛎ar hver maざur,
90.
could bear a shield came there, becausesem skildi mátti valda, 蛎ví aざ
the king was so popular that everyonekonungurinn var svo vinsæll, aざ allir
wanted both to live and to die alongsidevildu meざ honum bæざi lifa og deyja.
him. Each man prepared himself and got
ready the best armour that could be had.
Bjó hver sig og sín herklæざi, sem best
voru fengin.
12. That same evening Earl Roざgeircame to the capital with a12. 恰etta sama kveld kom tilhöfuざborgarinnar Roざgeir91.
hundred knights and knew nothing ofjarl meざ hundraざ riddara og vissi
this strife. The king greeted him warmly,enga von í 蛎essu stríざi. Konungur
cheering up because of his arrival, andfagnaざi honum vel. Varざ konungur
told him about his troubles and also eachnú glaざur viざ hans komu og sagざi
answer that he had given to the envoys,honum til sinna vandræざa og svo,
and asked him to proffer any good advicehver svör hann hafざi geiざ
about how to proceed. Roざgeir said thatsendimönnum, og baざ hann til leggja
he would not have chosen to utter anygóざ ráざ, hversu meざ skyldi fara. En
other answers than these, “and it is betterhann sagざist eigi kjöriざ hafa öざruvís
to die with honour than live with shame.svör úr hans hálsi en 蛎essi, “og er
I will help you as much as I can. I wouldbetra aざ falla meざ heiざur en lifa meざ
have come with more men, if I had knownskömm; og skal ég veita 蛎ér slíkt er
about this in advance. For a long time Iég má. Mundi ég fjölmennari hafa
feared that I would die in my bed like anveriざ, ef ég hefざi vitaざ 蛎etta fyrir. Var
old woman. It would please me greatly,ég lengi hræddur um 蛎aざ, aざ ég
even if I should die here, if I and mymunda deyja inni á pallstrjám mínum
knights could be of some help to you. Wesem kerlingar, og má mig 蛎aざ mikiざ
will leave the city in the morning with allgleざja, 蛎ótt ég falli hér, ef 蛎ér yrざi
our men and attack them so iercely, thatnokkuざ liざ aざ mér og mínum
the further away from us a man is, theriddurum. Skulum vér ganga út úr
better off he will consider himself,borginni á morgin meざ alla vora
because heathens are often poor in a hard
struggle.”
menn og gera 蛎eim svo hart áhlaup,
aざ sá skal betra 蛎ykjast hafa, sem
fjarri oss er, 蛎ví aざ oft eru heiざingjar
illir í 蛎rautum.”
Afterwards they went to drink and
enjoyed themselves as though they had
Síざan gengu 蛎eir til drykkju og gerざu
sig svo glaざa sem 蛎eir ætti ekki um
92.
nothing to be concerned about and sleptaざ vera og sváfu í náざum um nóttina.
peacefully through the night. But as soonEn 蛎egar er dagur kom, skorti hvorki
as day came, there was no lack of eitherlúざragang né vopnabrak í borginni.
the sound of trumpets or the din ofGengu 蛎eir 蛎á út af staざnum og á
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slétta völlu og fylktu liざi sínu og settu
upp merki sín. 恰eir höfざu frítt liざ og
weapons in the city. Then they went out
from that place and onto the level ield
ekki mikiざ. Sjá 蛎eir, hvar heiざingjar and arrayed their troops and raised their
geysast frá sjó neざan og höfざu svo banner. They had a ine troop, but not
mikinn her, aざ 蛎aざ var sem á ísmöl large. They see where the heathens are
sæi. En 蛎egar 蛎eir innast, 蛎á slær í surging up from the shore, and they had
hörざustu sókn af hvorumtveggja; such a huge army that they were like the
mátti 蛎ar sjá mörg högg og stór og grains of sand on a beach.26 When they
margan dramblátan heiざingja úr söざli came together, extremely hard ighting
falla og svo hart niざur koma, aざ 蛎eir
stóざu aldrei upp síざan.
broke out from both sides. Many mighty
blows could be seen, as well as many
haughty heathens falling out of their
saddles and coming down so hard that
they never stood up again.
Landrés bore the banner of Prince
Ermanus and cleared the space around
Landrés bar merki Ermanus
konungssonar og ruddist um fast.
93.
himself. Prince Ermanus himselfErmanus konungsson fylgdi sjálfur
accompanied the banner and killed menmerkinu og drap menn á tvær hendur
on either side of himself. He seemed moresér, og 蛎ótti hann líkari tröllum en
like a troll than a human being. Earlmennskum mönnum. Roざgeir jarl
Roざgeir rode briskly forth. There was areiざ fram karsklega. Háls lágur var á
low ridge behind the heathen troops onbaki fylkingum heiざingja öざrumegin;
the other side. Behind the hill he hadundir brekkunni hafざi hann sett
placed a hundred men, and the idea washundraざ manna, og skyldu 蛎eir koma
that they would come at the heathensheiざingjum í opna skjöldu. 恰eir höfざu
where their guard was down. They hadmerki og skyldu bera hátt, svo aざ sjá
banners and would raise them high, somætti upp yir hálsinn, og s訣nt bil á
that they could be seen over the ridge asmilli merkjanna, og blása allir í lúざra,
well as wide gaps between the banners.svo sjá megi merkin, en heyra
Every man was to blow a trumpet, so thatlúざrablásturinn, og hugざu 蛎eir, aざ
the banners would be seen and the蛎ar mundi undir mikill fjöldi hers.
trumpets heard, and the enemy would恰ar var og undir mikill fjöldi hesta og
think that there must be a massive armynauta, svo aざ heiざingjum skyldi sem
mest s訣nast tils訣ndar. back there. There were also a large
number of horses and cattle there, so that
the heathens would think that the host
was extremely large based on
appearances.
Now Earl Roざgeir and his foster-son, King
Hermann, rode forth, and the heathens
Nú ríざur fram Roざgeir jarl og hans
fóstri, Hermann konungur, og verざa
94.
had to give way, though they seemed蛎ar undan aざ láta heiざingjar, 蛎ó
brave. Now Hermann turned to the leftfræknir 蛎ættu. Sneri Hermann nú á
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vinstra veg og drepur á lítilli stundu
meir en hundraざ heiざingja. Roざgeir
and killed a hundred heathens in a short
while. Earl Roざgeir turned to attack
jarl sn訣r á móti Landrés; 蛎á lagざi Landrés. Landrés then lashed out at him
Landrés til hans meざ spjóti og hæfざi with a spear, and it hit his horse in the
í brjóst hestinum og upp í gegnum breast, piercing both it and the
söざulbogann. Tók 蛎á skjöldurinn viざ, saddlebow. It then collided with the
og var hann svo harざur, aざ ekki festi shield, but that was so hard that the point
á honum. Hann rétti upp hestinn, svo was delected. He made his horse rear so
hann stóざ á eftri fótunum. En jarlinn that it stood on its hind legs. The earl,
stökk af baki og kom standandi niざur. however, sprang down off his horse’s
Hann skaut sínu spjóti til Landrés, og back and landed on his feet. He launched
kom í augaざ, 蛎ví aざ hvergi var bert his spear at Landrés, so that it hit him in
annars staざar, og gekk út um the eye, because no other spot was
hnakkann; var 蛎aざ hans bani. En unprotected, and it came out the back of
Roざgeir jarl hljóp 蛎egar á hest hans
og reiざ djarlega í mót heiざingjum.
his neck. That was the death of him. And
Earl Roざgeir immediately mounted his
horse and charged boldly into the
heathens.
At that moment men arrived on the
hilltop with the rear-attack troop and
Í 蛎essu bili komu bakjarlar10 upp á
hólinn meざ liざi sínu og gerざu mikiざ
95.
drew attention to themselves, blowing inaf sér, blésu í hvella lúざra, og s訣ndist
shrill trumpets. The heathens thoughtheiざingjum 蛎aざ liざ svo mikiざ, aざ 蛎eir
the host was so big that they lost all hopeörvæntu sér liざs og l訣ざu 蛎egar til
of taking them on and immediately ledskipa. En Ermanus kallar hátt og baざ
to the ships. But Ermanus shouted loudlymannhunda ekki l訣ja aざ engri raun.
and ordered the scoundrels not to lee恰eir voru og margir, aざ ekki létu sem
without having tested themselves. Thereheyrざu, hvaざ hann sagざi. Hann
were many who pretended not to havereiddist Roざgeiri jarli11 og lagざi til
heard what he said. He became furioushans meざ spjóti. En Roざgeir jarl hafざi
with Earl Roざgeir and drove his spear atæriざ um aざ vera, 蛎ví aざ hann hafざi
him. Earl Roざgeir was fully occupied,蛎á n訣drepiざ einn kappa. Lagiざ kom í
having just killed a noted warrior. Themillum herざanna og gekk út um
blow struck him between the shoulderbrjóstiざ, og vó hann upp og kastaざi
blades and came out through his chest,honum yir hina næstu 蛎rjá, svo aざ
lifting him up and throwing him over thehvert bein brotnaざi í honum, er hann
kom niざur. three nearest men, so that every bone in
his body broke when he hit the ground.
King Hermann was able to see that and
became now exceedingly angry and
恰etta getur aざ líta Hermann
konungur og verざur nú ákalega
96.
wanted to avenge his foster-father or diereiざur og vill hefna síns fóstra eざa fá
a quick death. He charged over to whereskjótan dauざa. Ríざur hann til móts
Prince Ermanus was ighting as hard asviざ Ermanus konungsson, 蛎ar sem
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hann br訣st um, og 蛎egar 蛎eir til nást,
höggur hvor til annars og kl訣fur hvor
he could, and when they came together,
each lashed out at the other, and they
annars skjöld aざ endilöngu. Sverざ split each other’s shields from top to
Ermanus konungssonar kom á lær bottom. Prince Ermanus’ sword struck
Hermanni konungi, og var 蛎aざ mikiざ King Hermann in the thigh, and the
sár, svo aざ í beini stóざ. Hermann wound was so deep that it stuck in the
konungur hjó í mót Ermanus bone. King Hermann struck Prince
konungssyni um 蛎vert andlitiざ, svo í Ermanus across the face, splitting his
sundur tók höfuざiざ í einu, svo aざ í head in a single cut, and the sword came
jörざu nam staざar. 恰etta hiざ mikla to a stop in the ground. All the heathens
högg óttast allir heiざingjar, og l訣ja were terriied upon seeing this great
allir, hver sem 蛎ví mátti viざ koma, blow, and those who could, led, some to
sumir til skipa, en sumir annarstaざar. the ships and others elsewhere. But the
En konungur rekur lóttann og king pursued those who were leeing and
drepur af slíkt, er hann getur, og af killed those whom he could, and out of
öllum 蛎eim fjölda komst ekki meira all of them not more than a single ship
á brott en eitt skip, og voru 蛎eir 蛎ó got away, and even they were the worse
illa leiknir. Venti konungur nú aftur for wear. The king now turned back
miklum sigri og skiptir herfangi having won a great victory and divided
miklu meざ sínum mönnum. En 蛎á er the large amount of booty among his
hann kom heim frá bardaganum, 蛎á men. Yet when he came home from the
hafざi hann eigi meira en hundraざ battle, he had no more than a hundred
menn, 蛎á sem liざfærir voru, og voru
蛎eir 蛎ó mjög sárir.
men who were in a decent state, and they
were nevertheless severely wounded.
13. There was not long to waitbefore Jarlmann came home13. 恰á var eigi langt aざ bíざa,áざur Jarlmann kom heim97.
with Lady Ríkilát, and the king wasmeざ frú Ríkilát, og varざ konungurinn
overjoyed and welcomed them with greatviざ 蛎aざ furざu glaざur og fagnaざi 蛎eim
happiness and affection. They told eachmeざ mikilli gleざi og blíざu. Sagざi hvor
other what had happened, and each oföざrum slíkt, er gerst hafざi, og 蛎ótti
them thought highly of how the otherhvorumtveggja mikils verざ annars
had distinguished himself. The kingfrægざ. 恰akkaざi konungur Jarlmanni
thanked Jarlmann with many ine wordsmeざ mörgum fögrum orざum sína
for his bride-to-be, Ríkilát. She set tofestarkonu Ríkilát. Tekur hún aざ
work healing the king’s wounds as wellgræざa sár konungs og 蛎eirra manna,
as those of the men who most requiredsem mest 蛎urftu. Sáu menn brátt, aざ
attention. People soon saw that shehún var afbragざ annarra kvenna bæざi
surpassed other women, both in beautytil vænleiks og visku; 蛎ví felldu allir
and wisdom. For this reason everybodygóざan hug til hennar. Hún gerざi sér
warmed to her. She befriended all thealla góざa menn aざ vinum; hún var
blíざ og lítillát viざ alla. good people and was gentle and humble
with everyone.
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King Hermann’s wounds had now healed,
but the population of the kingdom was
Nú er Hermann konungur gróinn sára
sinna, en svo mikil mannfæざ orざin í
98.
so greatly depleted that he did not thinkhans ríki, aざ hann 蛎óttist eigi mega
he could hold his wedding feast with fullhalda sitt brúざlaup meざ fullri sæmd,
honour before he had invited his friendsfyrr en hann hafざi gert sínum vinum
and made such preparations as wouldboざ og búist svo viざ sem honum 蛎ætti
confer distinction upon himself. He nowvel sóma, og sendir hann nú sína
sends his men far and wide to buy themenn víざa í brott aざ kaupa 蛎eim föng,
necessary provisions and to invite thosesem 蛎urfti, og bjóざa 蛎eim til, sem
whom he wanted to have present. Andhann vildi koma láta. En nokkru síざar
some time after they had set out, Kingen 蛎eir voru brott farnir, gerざist
Hermann became somewhat dejected andHermann konungur nokkuざ ókátur,
remained thus for a while, and everyoneog fór svo fram nokkra stund, og
wondered about this. Lady Ríkilát nowundruざust allir 蛎aざ. Nú kemur frú
came to speak with Jarlmann and said theRíkilát aざ máli viざ Jarlmann og mælir
following to him: “Good friend,” she said,svo til hans: “Góざi vinur,” sagざi hún,
“what can be making the king so
unhappy?”
“hvaざ mun valda konungur er svo
óglaざur?”
“You ought to know that, my lady,” he
said, “because I haven’t asked him. What
is your guess?” he said.
“恰ér munuざ 蛎aざ vita, frú,” sagざi
hann, “蛎ví aざ ég hei ei hann aざ spurt.
Eざa hvers getiざ 蛎ér til?” segir hann.
99.
“I don’t want it to be because of me,” she
said.
“Ei vildi eg, aざ af mér stæざi,” sagざi
hún.
100.
“With your permission, my lady,” he said,
“I shall enquire and ind out whether I
“Meざ yざru loi, frú,” segir hann, “蛎á
mun ég eftir spyrja og vita, ef ég kann
101.
can ascertain what is standing in the way
of his happiness.”
vís verざa, hvaざ honum stendur fyrir
gleざi.”
“I am far from happy about this,” she said,
“because it will turn out badly if it goes
as I suspect.”
“Alls er ég ófús um 蛎aざ,” sagざi hún,
“蛎ví aざ illt mun af standa, ef svo fer
sem mig grunar.”
102.
Jarlmann now goes before the king, and
they have a conversation. Jarlmann says
Jarlmann gengur nú fyrir konung, og
ganga 蛎eir á málstefnu. Jarlmann
103.
to the king: “Tell me, dear friend, what istalar 蛎á til konungs: “Seg mér, kæri
the cause of this great sadness which hasvin, hvaざ veldur 蛎inni miklu ógleざi,
taken hold of you? Are you angry wither 蛎ér haiざ fengiざ? Ertu reiざur
somebody? Or is your planned marriagemanni nokkrum? Eざa 蛎ykist 蛎ú ekki
not to your liking? Or if this matter is insvo giftur sem 蛎ú vildir? Eざa kemur
any way related to me, then I’ll gladly
make reparations, if I can.”
nokkuざ til mín af 蛎essu máli, 蛎á skal
ég gjarna um bæta, ef ég má.”
The king responds to his entreaties:
“Good friend,” he says, “it grieves me to
Konungur svarar máli hans: “Góざur
vin,” segir hann, “蛎aざ tregar mig aざ
104.
say so, but since you ask, I don’t want tosegja, en 蛎ó meざ 蛎ví aざ 蛎ú spyr eftir,
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蛎á vil ég eigi leyna 蛎ig, hvaざ mér b訣r
í skapi: Konan líst mér ágæta vel, og
hide from you what I have on my mind.
I am extremely happy with this woman
eigi kjósi ég öざruvís, ef ég mætti and I would not choose any other, putting
njóta. En nú uggir mig, aざ hún unni my satisfaction irst. But now I fear that
蛎ér betur en mér, og munt 蛎ú fíla
hana fyrir mér.”
she loves you more than me, and that you
will lure her away from me.”
Then Jarlmann answers: “It is true what
they say,” he says, “that ‘love pervades
恰á svarar Jarlmann: “恰aざ er satt, sem
mælt er,” segir hann, “aざ ‘hvarkvæm
105.
everything.’ It always kindles thoseer ástin.’ Hún kveikir 蛎aざ jafnan í
feelings in a man’s heart which can causemannsins brjósti, sem honum má
him the most grief. And it is a prettymest angur aざ verざa. Og er slíkt
unrealistic scenario that I would betrayólíkleg ætlan, aざ ég mundi svíkja yざur
you here in your country, because I canhér í yざru landi, 蛎ví aざ 蛎aざ kann ég
tell you this, that I had the opportunitysegja yざur, aざ kost átti ég aざ fá
to get her when I was away in Greece, onhennar, 蛎á ég var út í Grikklandi, aざ
the advice of her kinsmen, and I did notfrænda ráざi, og vildi ég 蛎á ekki heita
want to be called a traitor to my masterdrottinssvikari heldur en nú. En ég
any more then than now. And I canmá 蛎etta böl skjótt bæta. Ég skal mig
quickly ease your distress. I shall leaveaf 蛎ínum garざi skilja og aldrei koma
蛎ér til skapraunar fyrir hennar augu.” your residence and never trouble you in
her presence.”
“It is an irreparable loss for me,” says the
king, “to lose you.”
“恰aざ er mér óbætilegur skaざi,” segir
konungur, “aざ missa 蛎ína náveru.”
106.
“Considering everything, it cannot be
otherwise,” says Jarlmann.
“Fyrir öllu 蛎ví má eigi svo vera,” segir
Jarlmann.
107.
They now ended their conversation.
Jarlmann called his men and asked them
Skilja 蛎eir nú sitt mál. Kallar
Jarlmann á sína menn og biざur 蛎á
108.
to fetch their horses and get ready totaka sína hesta og búast á brott sem
leave as quickly as they could. He wentskjótast máttu 蛎eir. Hann gengur
to Ríkilát and asked her permission to gofyrir Ríkilát og biざur hana orlofs aざ
home to his ief. She wished him a safefara heim í sitt ríki. Hún baざ hann vel
journey and could not say anything elsefara, og gat hún ekki leira viざ hann
to him on account of her sorrow. He wentmælt fyrir harmi. Hann gekk fyrir
before the king and took his leave andkonung og kvaddi hann og reiざ síざan
then rode away with all his men, andá brott meざ alla sína menn, og kunnu
everyone felt unhappy, and they did not蛎ví allir illa, og léttu 蛎eir ei, fyrr en
stop until he came home to his ief.hann kom heim í sitt ríki. Urざu menn
People were overjoyed to see him. He
took charge of his ief and settled in.
honum fegnir. Tók hann sitt ríki og
settist um kyrrt.
14. Now the next noteworthy thingthat happened was that twelve14. 恰aざ bar nú 蛎essu næst tiltíざinda, aざ til hirざar109.
men came to the court of King Hermann.Hermanns konungs komu tólf menn;
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蛎eir voru allir í svörtum kulum; 蛎eir
höfざu síざa höttu. 恰eir gengu fyrir
They were all wearing black cowled
cloaks with low-hanging hoods. They
konung og kvöddu hann. Konungur went before the king and greeted him.
spurざi, hvaざ mönnum 蛎eir væri. 恰eir The king asked who they were. They said
sögざust Kulunga heita og komnir that they were called the Kulungar27 and
vestan af Afríka og sögざust vera had come from Africa in the West and
smiざir og nefndu margar borgir og that they were craftsmen, naming many
kastala, er 蛎eir höfざu smíざaざ, og cities and castles that they had built. They
mörg tíざindi kunnu 蛎eir aざ segja. were able to give news of many things.
恰ótti konungi skemmtan mikil aざ The king enjoyed listening to them. He
hverju 蛎eirra orざi. Konungur spurざi, asked whether they would build him a
hvort 蛎eir vildu smíざa sér eina höll, hall, so big that he would think it itting
svo mikla sem honum 蛎ætti hóleg aざ to hold his wedding in. They said that his
drekka í sitt brúざlaup. En 蛎eir sögざu, wish was their command. Then slaves and
aざ 蛎aざ skyldi meざ hans forsjá vera. servants were found for them, and they
Voru 蛎eim 蛎á fengnir 蛎rælar og began building the hall. They were both
蛎jónustumenn; tóku 蛎eir til skilled and swift in their work. The king
hallarsmíざisins; 蛎eir voru bæざi hagir s a w t h a t t h e y w e r e t r u e
og ljótsmíざir. Sá konungur, aざ 蛎eir master-craftsmen: they were widely
voru miklir meistarar; 蛎eir voru travelled and inquisitive. Many people
víざförlir og forvitnir. Mörgum var were curious about who they really were.
forvitni á aざ vita, hvaざa mönnum 蛎eir But the king believed everything they
voru. En konungi 蛎ótti allt sem 蛎eir told him. Ríkilát was always unhappy
töluざu fyrir honum. Ríkilát var jafnan after Jarlmann had left, but did not let it
show at all.ókát, síざan Jarlmann fór á brott, og
lét 蛎ó sem minnst á sér inna.
And it comes to pass that the hall is
inished before Yule. The king now sets
Líざur nú svo, aざ höllin er búin fyrir
jól. Setur konungur nú brúざlaup sitt
110.
a date for his wedding and sends anog sendir boざ Jarlmanni, fóstbróざur
invitation to Jarlmann, his sworn brother,sínum. En hann vill ekki koma hiざ
but Jarlmann does not want to come tofyrsta kveld veislunnar. Konungur
the irst evening of the feast. Now thekallar Kulunga til sín og 蛎akkaざi
king summoned the Kulungs and蛎eim smíざina, biざur 蛎á sjálfa kjósa
thanked them for their work, asking themsér laun fyrir. En 蛎eir sögざust nóg
to choose their reward. They said thathafa fé, en báざu konung veita sér 蛎á
they had plenty of money, but asked thevirざingu aざ gefa 蛎eim aざ drekka í
king to honour them by allowing them tobrúざlaupinu í konungshöllinni. En
serve him his drink at the wedding in themeざ 蛎ví aざ konungur sá, aざ 蛎eir voru
royal hall. And since the king could seehæverskir og kunnu vel aざ 蛎jóna,
veitti hann 蛎eim 蛎aざ. that they were courtly men and knew
well how to serve, he granted them that.
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Twelve hundred people sat inside the
royal hall, along with the bride and her
Tólf hundruざ manna sátu inni í
konungshöllu og aざ auki brúざurin og
111.
ladies. The Kulungs were so excessive athennar frúr. 恰eir bera mönnum svo
bringing everyone drink that, throughákalega drykk, aざ af töfrum 蛎eirra
their magic, everyone fell down asleep infellur hver maざur niざur soinn í sínu
their place. And neither the bridegroomrúmi. En menn brúざgumans og
nor the bride’s parties, nor anyone elsebrúざarinnar og allir menn í höllinni
in the hall, woke before the sun wasvakna eigi, fyrr en sól skín á alla
shining down upon all the windows inglugga í borginni, og var 蛎á horin
the city, and by that time the bride hadbrúざurin úr höllinni og allir
disappeared from the hall along with allKulungar, en hallargóliざ í sundur
og kominn upp kolblár sjór. the Kulungs, and the hall loor had
cracked, and up through it had come
coal-black seawater.
Now everyone leapt up, and a great hue
and cry was raised throughout the whole
Nú hlaupa menn upp, og er nú mikiざ
kall og 蛎ys um alla borgina og víざar
112.
city and far beyond, but Ríkilát wasannarstaざar, og innst ekki til hennar.
nowhere to be found. Tracker-dogsEigi inna sporhunda 蛎eirra för, og
cannot ind their path, and neither sybilshvorki völvur né vísindamenn kunnu
nor sages were able to get any news ofnokkuざ til hennar aざ spyrja. Var
her. She was sought in this way for ahennar svo leitaざ allan 蛎ann mánuざ,
whole month, but was not found. Peopleog fannst hún hvergi. 恰ótti 蛎etta
thought this a major development, andmörgum mikil tíざindi, og voru 訣msar
various theories arose as to what mightgetur um 蛎aざ hafざar, hvaざ af henni
have become of her. Some thought thatmundi orざiざ hafa. Sumir hugざu hún
she must have been abducted by trolls;mundi numin í brott af tröllum, sumir
some that she had been compelled byætluざu, aざ galdrar mundu hafa sótt
magic; and others thought that she musthana, sumir ætluざu hún mundi hafa
have sunk into the earth where the hallsokkiざ í jörざina, sem hallargóliざ
loor had broken apart, and that thehefざi sundur sprungiざ, og mundu
Kulungs must have been from the
Underworld and servants of the Devil.
Kulungar veriざ hafa úr undirheimum
og árar fjandans.
All this affected Hermann so much that
he neglected his kingdom and took to his
恰etta fékk Hermanni konungi svo, aざ
hann gáざi ekki ríkis síns, og lagざist
113.
bed out of sorrow. It is fair to say thathann í rekkju af harmi. Mátti svo aざ
everyone there was overwhelmed withkveざa, aざ allir stæざi 蛎ar í sorg og
sorrow and weeping. Jarlmann heardgráti. 恰etta frétti Jarlmann, og 蛎ótti
about this, and it seemed to him a dificulthonum úr vöndu aざ ráざa, b訣r sig og
matter to solve. He prepared himself andsína menn og reiざ til Vernissuborgar,
his men and rode to Vernissuborg,kom 蛎ar snemma morgins og gekk í
arriving there early in the morning, and蛎aざ loft, er konungur var inni, og
went to the upper room, where the kingtalaざi svo til hans: “Bæざi er hér,”
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segir hann, “aざ mjúkt hold er
spennt,” segir hann, “enda soiざ 蛎ér
nú lengi.”
was, and said this to him: “It may well be
that this is also the place where soft
bodies are embraced,” he says, “but
you’re certainly sleeping late.”28
The king recognized his voice and said:
“Dear friend, don’t mock me. Instead, give
Konungur kenndi mál hans og sagざi:
“Góざur vin, eigi skaltu spotta mig.
114.
me some good advice, because I am in
need of it.”
Legg mér heldur góざ ráざ, 蛎ví aざ ég er
蛎urftugur 蛎eirra.”
“Things needn’t have turned out so
badly,” said Jarlmann, “considering that
“Eigi mun svo illa til hafa boriざ,” segir
Jarlmann, “aざ 蛎ú hair misst Ríkilát,
蛎ótt eigi fílda ég hana frá 蛎ér.”
115.
you seem to have lost Ríkilát, even though
I didn’t seduce her away from you.”
“That was all a mistake, my sworn
brother,” says the king, “and forgive me
for that.”
“恰ví var misráざiざ, fóstbróざir,” segir
konungur, “og fyrirgef 蛎ú mér 蛎aざ.”
116.
“Anything is preferable,” says Jarlmann,
“to crying over spilt milk. So get up, and
“Allt er annaざ tiltækilegra,” segir
Jarlmann, “en aざ syrgja orざinn skaざa.
117.
we will come up with a good plan, if weRís heldur upp, og gefum síざan góざ
can. But Ríkilát wouldn’t be gone if I’d
been here too.”
ráざ, ef viざ kunnum. En ekki mundi
Ríkilát í brott, ef ég hefざi hér veriざ.”
Then they go into the hall. The king starts
to cheer up, and they start to converse.
Ganga síざan inn í höllina. Tekur nú
konungur aざ hressast, og taka síざan
tal meざ sér.
118.
15. Not long after, Jarlmann had aship prepared with a crew of15. Litlu síざar lætur Jarlmannbúa eitt skip og heir 蛎ar á119.
eleven men, and those who were chosenellefu manna, og skyldu 蛎eir 蛎jóna til
were the most skilful in sailing andskips, sem kænastir voru til segls og
navigating. In addition he took thirty menstjórnar, en 蛎rjátigir skyldu vera hans
to assist him when needed. They had goldsporgöngumenn. Gull og silfur skorti
and silver and many kinds of jewels in蛎ar ei og allar gersemar, svo aざ
such abundance that no one could countenginn kunni marka tal. Hann talaざi
them. Jarlmann then spoke to Kingviざ Hermann konung: “Nú mun ég
Hermann: “Now I will go to search forfara aざ leita eftir Ríkilát, hvort sem
Ríkilát, to see whether I can ind her orég get hana fundiざ eざa eigi. En til 蛎ess
not. You can be sure that as soon as I sendmáttu ætla, aざ nær sem ég geri 蛎ér
you word, you should come to me withboざ, 蛎á kom 蛎ú til mín meざ svo
as many men as I request and as muchmarga menn sem ég kveざ á og fé sem
wealth as I require, and bear in mind thatég vil hafa, og ætliざ svo til, aざ 蛎ar
both her life and mine will be at stake if
you don’t turn up at the appointed time.”
liggi viざ bæざi hennar líf og mitt, ef
蛎ér komiざ eigi í nefndan tíma.”
After that the sworn brothers parted, and
Jarlmann sailed out to sea. He had chosen
Eftir 蛎aざ skildust 蛎eir fóstbræざur, og
sigldi Jarlmann í haf. Hann hafざi valiざ
120.
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all the most valiant men to accompany
him on his journey. They now sailed, wind
meざ sér brott af landinu 蛎á menn,
sem vaskastir eru. Sigla 蛎eir nú leiざ
permitting, without stopping andsína ávallt, 蛎egar byr gefur, og fara
travelled thus from land to land, withsvo land af landi, og heir Jarlmann
Jarlmann giving instructions for theirforsögn á ferざ 蛎eirra, og er ekki getiざ
journey. Nothing is mentioned aboutum 蛎eirra ferざir, hvaざ til tíざinda yrざi,
what happened on their travels untilfyrr en um haustiざ. 恰á voru 蛎eir
autumn, by which time they had arrivedkomnir út á Serkland hiざ mikla. 恰ar
at Serkland the Great. A king namedréざ sá konungur fyrir, sem aざ Rúdent
Rúdent ruled there. He was so old thathét. Hann var svo gamall, aざ engi
there was no one in that land whomaざur í 蛎ví landi mundi12 nær hann
remembered when he had taken power.hafざi konungdóm tekiざ. Hann átti
He had one son, by a concubine, becauseeinn son, og var frilluson konungs,
he was unmarried. Now Jarlmann calls蛎ví aざ konungur var ógiftur. Nú kallar
his companions together and addressesJarlmann saman sína menn og talar
them thus: “My good men,” he says, “nowsvo til 蛎eirra: “Góざir drengir,” segir
we are at the point where I think it ishann, “nú er 蛎ar komiざ, aざ mér 蛎ykir
essential that you proceed according toá liggja, aざ 蛎ér fariざ mínum ráざum
my orders. You must now change myfram. Skulu 蛎ér nú breyta nafni mínu
name and call me Austvestan,29 andog kalla mig Austvestan, en hvaざ sem
whatever I say about our travels or aboutég segi af ferざum vorum eざa tíざindum
news from other countries, you mustúr öざrum löndum, 蛎á skuluざ 蛎ér 蛎aざ
corroborate. Leave all the questions tosanna. Látiざ mig fyrir svörum vera,
me, whatever they ask about—and ifhvers sem spurt er, en ef uppvíst
where we are really from becomes
known, then we are all done for.”
verざur, af hverju landi aざ vér erum,
蛎á er 蛎aざ bani vor allra.”
They all solemnly vowed to do as he
asked. Afterwards Jarlmann headed to
恰eir lofuざu allir á sína trú aざ gera sem
hann bauざ. Síざan gengur Jarlmann
121.
the city as one of thirty men. He wentheim13 til borgarinnar meざ
before the king with twelve, and his other蛎rítuganda mann. Hann gengur fyrir
companions waited outside and lookedkonung viざ tólf, en aざrir kompánar
after their weapons. He greeted the kingstóざu úti og geymdu 蛎eirra vopna.
courteously: he had no need of anHann kvaddi konung hæversklega;
interpreter. The king received hishann 蛎urfti ekki túlk fyrir sér.
greeting well and asked who he was. HeKonungur tók vel kveざju hans ok
said that he was called Austvestan: “I wasspurざi, hvaざ manna hann væri. Hann
born far from your land. I have a brother,sagざist Austvestan heita: “Ég er
who is called Norざsunnan. Our namesfjarlægur yざru landi fæddur; ég á
come from our labour, because we havebróざur, er heitir Norざsunnan. Viざ
travelled throughout the whole world,höfum tekiざ nafn af iざju okkarri, 蛎ví
one the east and the other the west. Weaざ viざ höfum fariざ um allan heim,
have travelled far and wide and vowed toannar austur, en annar vestur. Viざ
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höfum fariざ víざa og 蛎ess heit strengt
aざ 蛎jóna 蛎eim einum konungi, sem
serve only the king who seems to us to
display the qualities of a perfect ruler,
okkur 蛎ykir allan höfざingskap hafa with no defect, and who is so generous to
og engan hlut á skorta og okkur er us that we can ind no fault. We have now
svo eftirlátur, aざ viざ megum engan heard about your glory, and everyone has
hlut aざ inna. Nú höfum viざ spurt til said the same, that there is no man like
yざrar tignar, og hafa allir eitt um 蛎aざ you. So I would like to remain here with
mælt, aざ engi sé yざar líki. 恰ví vildi ég you until my brother arrives, since I have
dveljast hér hjá yざur, 蛎angaざ til er enough money to see to myself and my
men.”minn bróざir kemur, 蛎ví aざ ég hei nóg
fé aざ leggja fyrir mig og mína menn.”
The king replies to his speech: “You will
be welcome here with me as long as you
Konungur svarar máli hans:
“Velkominn skaltu hjá mér, svo lengi
122.
desire to remain here. How many men do
you have?”
sem 蛎ig lystir aざ dveljast hér. Hversu
marga menn heir 蛎ú?”
“Forty altogether,” he says, “with one
ship.”
“Vér erum fjörutigir,” segir hann,
“meざ eitt skip.”
123.
The king called his men, saying that they
should take his ship, draw it ashore and
Konungur kallaざi sína menn, aざ 蛎eir
skyldu taka hans skip og upp setja og
124.
take good care of it. He also arranged ahirざa reiざann vandlega, en skipaざi
stone hall where they could store their蛎eim sæmilega steinhöll aざ hirざa í
money as well as sleep. He arranged inesína peninga og sjálir í aざ liggja.
seats for them in his own hall, and hadHann skipaざi 蛎eim sæmileg sæti í
his own men give up their seats to them.sinni höll; sína menn lætur hann úr
Now they take their wares home andsætum ganga fyrir 蛎eim. Nú færa 蛎eir
decked out their hall with tapestries and
arranged it beautifully.
heim sinn varning og tjalda sína höll
og búast um sæmilega.
The following day Austvestan went before
the king and greeted him respectfully and
Næsta dag eftir gengur Austvestan
fyrir konung og kvaddi hann
125.
thanked him for the warm reception. “Ivirざulega og 蛎akkaざi honum fyrir
would be honoured if you would come togóざar viざtökur. “Vildi ég gjarna
my hall today with as many people as you蛎iggja, aざ 蛎ér kæmuざ í mína höll í dag
wish and as it can accommodate, and someざ svo marga menn sem 蛎ér viljiざ,
see how splendidly our expedition has
been decked out.”
og hún tekur, og sjáiざ vorn
fararblóma.”
The king agreed to this, and Austvestan
had his table ittingly decked out. The
Konungur játaざi honum 蛎essu, og
lætur Austvestan búa sitt borざ
126.
king came there with his men, and thesæmilega. Kemur konungur 蛎ar meざ
most splendid feast began. Austvestansína menn. Rís 蛎ar upp hin
now left, along with his four youngsæmilegasta veisla. Austvestan
servants, and they came back in withgengur nú brott og meざ honum hans
huge bags full of gold and jewels. He wentfjórir sveinar, koma inn aftur og bera
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stórar töskur fullar af gulli og
gersemum. Hann gengur aざ 蛎eim
up to the man who sat by the hall doors
and gave him a good sword and one large
manni, sem sat viざ hallardyr, og gefur gold ring. To the next he gave a helmet
honum sverざ gott og einn mikinn and mailcoat, and to all who were there
gullhring; öざrum gaf hann hjálm og he gave wonderful gifts, and no one
brynju, og öllum gefur hann received less from him than three pounds
sæmilegar gjair, sem 蛎ar voru inni, of gold. To the king he gave a certain
og engi maざur 蛎á minna af honum en shield, which did not cost less than one
蛎rjú pund gulls. Konungi gefur hann hundred pounds of gold. And before the
einn skjöld, 蛎ann sem eigi kostaざi king left the feast, he invited Austvestan
minna en hundraざ punda gulls. En along with all his men to a three-night
feast at his home in the palace.áざur konungur gengur á brott af
veislunni, b訣ざur hann Austvestan
蛎riggja nátta veislu meざ öllum sínum
mönnum heim í konungsgarざ.
Austvestan then went to that feast with
his men, and there was a joyous
Austvestan fer nú til 蛎eirrar veislu
meざ sínum mönnum, og er 蛎ar mikill
127.
encounter there. The king gave himfagnafundur. Gefur konungur honum
wondrous gifts, such that they weresæmilegar gjair, svo aざ miklu voru
worth much more than those Austvestan蛎ær meira verざs en hann hafざi áざur
had previously given, and he gavegeiざ, og öllum hans mönnum gaf
something to each one of Austvestan混shann nokkuざ. En hinn síざasta dag
men. And on the last day of the feast,veislunnar stóざ Austvestan upp og
Austvestan stood up and asked the kingbeiddi konung orlofs aざ tala sitt
for permission to explain what haderindi, en konungur beiddi 蛎egar
hljóざs. brought him there, and the king
immediately called for silence.
16. Austvestan began to speak: “Wewant to thank the king for all16. Austvestan hóf svo sitt mál:“恰akka viljum vér konungi128.
the honour that he has shown us, and Iallan sóma, sem hann gerir oss, og
want to let it be known that I have nowmun ég 蛎ví l訣sa, aざ ég hei nú fariざ
travelled throughout the whole worldum allan heiminn og sótt heim
and visited rulers and become familiarhöfざingja og kannaざ 蛎eirra siざu, og
with their ways, and I must say that Imun ég 蛎aざ mæla, aざ ég hei engan
have never met anyone like this rulerslíkan fundiざ sem 蛎ennan höfざingja,
who I am visiting now. And because I likeer ég hei nú heimsótt, og af 蛎ví aざ
it here, I do not want to do wrong bymér líkar hér vel, 蛎á vildi ég, aざ engi
anyone. However, precaution is hardestmaざur hlyti hér illt af mér. 恰ó má ei
in ignorance, and I want to admit to youillt varast, nema viti, og vil ég segja
one of my faults. I am so curious that Iyざur löst á mér: ég er svo forvitinn
want to know everything, and if I comemaざur, aざ ég vildi allt vita, en ef ég
to learn of something, I am not capableverざ nokkurs vís, 蛎á má ég engu
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leyna, og verざ ég allt aざ segja. Ég
stend upp um nætur, og geng ég aざ
of concealing it and will say everything.
I get up in the night and walk about in
forvitnast, hvaざ menn tala, ef ég kann order to pry into people’s conversations
nokkurs vís verざa. 恰ví má hver maざur and see whether I can learn something.
varast aざ tala ekki leira, en hirざa ei,
hve nær upp kemur.”
For that reason every man must take care
not to say more than he cares to come up
in discussion.”
The king said that this is pertinent advice
for many a man, even had they not been
Konungur segir, aざ 蛎etta mun margan
henda, 蛎ótt eigi segi svo fyrir. “Og viざ
mundir 蛎ú vara, ef aざ meira væri.”
129.
previously warned. “And you will warn
us, if something more comes of this.”
The feast now comes to an end.
Austvestan and the king are now on very
Slítur nú veislunni. Er Austvestan nú
meざ konungi í góざum kærleika, og er
130.
friendly terms, and he is such a popularhann nú svo vinsæll maざur, aざ allir
man that everybody is at his beck andvilja svo sitja og standa sem hann vill,
og líざur svo veturinn fram til jóla. call, and the winter passes until Yule
arrives.
On the irst evening of Yule there was a
magniicent feast and much drinking.
Hiざ fyrsta kveld jóla var sæmileg
veisla og mikill drykkjuskapur. Er
131.
Austvestan was out and about that night,Austvestan á gangi 蛎essa nátt, sem
as was his custom. He was walking in ahann var vanur. Hann gengur nú
loft space and heard three knights talkingundir eitt loft og heyrir, aざ 蛎ar talast
to each other. One spoke thus: “It will be
good here next Yule,” he said.
viざ 蛎rír riddarar. Einn mælti svo:
“Gott mun hér aざ öざrum jólum,” segir
hann.
“Why better then than now?” said the
second, “I reckon in truth that people
always think that.”
“恰ví 蛎á betra en nú?” sagざi annar.
“Mér 蛎ykir jafnan til sanns aざ ætla
um 蛎aざ.”
132.
“It will certainly be a grander affair then,”
he said, “because the king will be
celebrating his wedding.”
“Víst mun 蛎á meira viざ haft,” segir
hann, “aざ konungur heldur sitt
brúざlaup.”
133.
“Are you drunk?” he said, “or what are
you getting at with these words of yours?
“Hvort talar 蛎ú drukkinn,” segir
hann, “eざa hversu víkja viざ orざ 蛎ín?
134.
Who is this woman whom he intends to
marry?”
Eざa hver er sú kona, sem hann ætlar
aざ fá sér?”
The knight now spoke, the one who had
been silent up till then: “Don’t talk so
Riddarinn segir, sem áざur hafざi
蛎agaざ: “Taliざ ekki svo margt,” sagざi
135.
much,” he said, “you don’t know whetherhann, “蛎iざ vitiざ ekki, nema
Austvestan is nearby and listening in on
what you say.”
Austvestan sé nær og heyri til, hvaざ
蛎iざ taliざ.”
“There’s no chance of that,” he said,
“because I saw him go to sleep before we
“恰aざ má ei vera,” segir hann, “蛎ví aざ
ég sá, aざ hann gekk aざ sofa, áざur vér
136.
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came here. You have to tell me,” he said,
“something about this matter, because
fórum hingaざ. 恰iざ verざiざ aざ segja
mér,” segir hann, “nokkuざ af 蛎essu
we have sworn that each of us shall share
what we learn with the others.”
efni, 蛎ví aざ vér höfum trúlofaざ, aざ
hver skal meざ öざrum vita alla 蛎á
hluti, sem viざ bera.”
“Have you not heard,” he said, “that the
king sent the Kulungs to fetch Ríkilát the
“Heir 蛎ú ekki frétt,” segir hann, “aざ
konungur sendi Kulunga aざ sækja
137.
Beautiful? She is so fair that the back ofRíkilát hina vænu? Hún er svo fögur,
her hand is completely golden, and whenaざ gull er á henni allt handarbakiざ,
she came to live here, the king wasog 蛎á er hún kom heim, varざ
extremely glad to see her and wanted tokonungur henni feginn og vildi 蛎egar
organize a wedding immediately. Shegera brúざlaup til hennar. Hún baざ
asked that it be put off until the thirdfresta til 蛎riざju jóla, og kvaざst hún 蛎á
Yule, and said that she would then beskyldi vel una. 恰á vildi konungur
happy to proceed. The king then wantedkyssa hana, en hún kveざst 蛎aざ mundi
to kiss her, but she said that she wouldveita honum, ef hann gerざi 蛎á bæn,
allow him that if he would grant a requestsem hún beiddi. Hann spurざi, hver sú
which she made. He asked what that was,væri. En hún baざ hann láta drepa alla
and she asked him to have all of theKulunga fyrir augum sér, svo hún14
sæi á, og 蛎aざ veitti konungur henni.” Kulungs killed before her very eyes, so
that she might look on, and the king
granted her that.”
“Where is this maiden hidden away?” the
others said.
“Hvar er 蛎essi mey geymd?” sögざu
hinir.
138.
“It is forbidden for us to say that,” he said.“恰aざ er oss bannaざ aざ segja,” sagざi
hann.
139.
“You’ve said a lot more up to this point,”
the others said.
“Til heir 蛎ú látiざ hiざ meira,” sögざu
hinir.
140.
“Do you not know,” he said, “that the king
has an aunt, his mother’s sister, who is
“Veist 蛎ú eigi,” sagざi hann, “aざ
konungur á sér móざursystur, sem
141.
called 恰orbjörg the Stout? She lives onheitir 恰orbjörg hin digra? Hún b訣r í
the mountain named Baldak, which is infjallinu Baldak, er norざast er á
the northernmost part of Serkland. ManySerklandi. Henni 蛎jóna mörg tröll.
trolls serve her. Ríkilát is kept there in a恰ar er geymd Ríkilát í einum glersal;
glass chamber. She won’t leave that place
until she is brought to her wedding.”
skal hún 蛎aざan ei koma, fyrr en hún
er sótt á brúざbekk.”
“I think the king achieved a great thing
in kissing her, but what was in it for her
“Mikiざ 蛎ótti mér konungurinn til
vinna aざ kyssa hana, eざa hvaざ mundi
142.
that she wanted to do this? It seemshenni til ganga, aざ hún vildi svo gera?
amazing to me that he did what he didOg undur 蛎ótti mér, aざ hann vann
after they had fetched such a great
treasure for him.”
蛎aざ til, svo mikla gersemi sem 蛎eir
sóttu honum.”
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“He did so,” says the other, “because he
thought that he had enough such men,
“恰ví gerざi hann svo,” segir hinn,
“aざ15 hann 蛎óttist nóga hafa slíka, en
143.
but she feared that they would recognizehún óttaざist, aざ 蛎eir mundu 蛎ekkja,
at once if any of her friends came to her
aid.”
ef nokkur af hennar liざi kæmi til
hjálpar henni.”
Austvestan now howled and laughed and
went away, but they were really
Austvestan skellur nú upp og hlær og
gengur í brott; en 蛎eir urざu mjög
144.
frightened, and the one who hadhræddir, og segir sá, sem 蛎agaざ hafざi,
remained silent said that such thingsaざ nú væri betur ótalaざ, en riddari
would have been better left unsaid, butsvarar: “Austvestan er svo góざur
the knight responded: “Austvestan is suchdrengur,” segir hann, “蛎ví hann lætur
a good fellow,” he said, “that he will actsem hann muni ekki 蛎ekkja oss, en
vér skulum eigi sjálir frá segja.” as if he doesn’t know us, and we should
say nothing of it ourselves.”
They now went to sleep, and the night
drew on.
Fóru 蛎eir nú aざ sofa, og leiざ svo 蛎essi
nótt.
145.
17. The next morning Austvestangot up early and asked to speak17. Næsta morgun varAustvestan snemma á fótum146.
to the king and said the following to him:og kvaddi konung á málstefnu og
“I have heard some news during themælti svo til hans: “Ég hei fengiざ
night,” he says, “that a woman isnokkur n訣 tíざindi í nótt,” segir hann,
betrothed to you, and Ríkilát the Beautiful“aざ 蛎ér eigiざ yざur festarmey og hér
must have come down here, she whommun niざur komin Ríkilát hin fagra,
everybody searches for in the North, ander 蛎eir leita um alla Norざurálfuna, en
the man she was betrothed to is said to
be overwhelmed with grief.”
hennar festarmann kvaざ vera
sprunginn af harmi.”
“Who has told you this?” said the king.“Hver heir 蛎ér 蛎etta sagt?” segir
konungur.
147.
“I didn混t know those men,” he said, “but
I heard them when they spoke and they
didn混t know that I was there.”
“Eigi kenndi ég 蛎á menn,” sagざi hann,
“en heyrざi ég, aざ 蛎eir töluざu, og eigi
vissu 蛎eir, hvar ég var.”
148.
“I have promised serious consequences,”
said the king, “if someone should speak
“Hér hei ég mikiざ viざ lagt,”16 segir
konungur, “ef nokkur segざi 蛎etta, aざ
149.
of this, and that person should lose hissá skyldi engu fyrir t訣na nema líinu.
life straight away. And now I ask you to
be as discrete as possible about this.”
En nú biざ ég 蛎ig, aざ 蛎ú hair sem
minnst17 orざ um 蛎etta.”
“I can certainly do that,” said Austvestan,
“since now I have been open to you about
my curiosity.”
“恰aざ má ég vel gera,” segir
Austvestan, “蛎ví aざ ég hei nú mína
forvitni í ljós látna fyrir yざur.”
150.
And that was the end of their
conversation for the time being.
Og skildu 蛎eir nú sitt tal aざ sinni.151.
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But a short while later Austvestan speaks
to the king: “I’m very curious,” he says,
En litlu síざar talar Austvestan viざ
konung: “Mikil forvitni er mér á,”
152.
“to meet your betrothed, and I would give
a lot to make that come to pass.”
segir hann, “aざ sjá yざra festarmey, og
mundi ég mikiざ til gefa.”
The king answers: “That cannot happen,”
he says, “unless a great deal of money is
En konungur svarar: “恰aざ má ei
gerast,” segir hann, “utan meざ
153.
paid, because 恰orbjörg does not leave hermiklum fékostnaざi, 蛎ví aざ 恰orbjörg
realm for less than half a ship’s load of
gold.”
kemur eigi af sínu ríki meざ minna
kostnaざ en hálfa lest gulls.”
Austevestan answers and says that he is
willing to pay any amount, “because I
have plenty of money.”
En Austvestan svarar og segist allt
vilja til leggja, “蛎ví aざ ég hei nóg fé.”
154.
The king says: “On account of our
friendship I will grant you this, but let us
not mention this to other men.”
Konungur segir: “Fyrir okkarn
vinskap mun ég 蛎etta veita 蛎ér, og
gerum ekki orざ á fyrir öざrum
mönnum.”
155.
Austvestan says that it will be so.Austvestan sagざi svo vera skyldu.156.
The king is now gone for several days.
When he comes home, Austvestan and all
Hverfur konungur nú á brott nokkra
daga. En 蛎á hann kemur heim, gengur
157.
the court goes to meet him, greeting himAustvestan á mót honum og öll
warmly. And on the eighth day of Yulehirざin; fögnuざu honum vel. Hinn átta
the king asks all his men to be glad anddag jóla baざ konungurinn alla sína
cheerful and enjoy whatevermenn gera sig glaざa og káta og hafa
entertainment they want, “but the two蛎aざ til skemmtunar, sem hver vill,
of us, that is Austvestan and myself, will“en viざ Austvestan munum fara tveir
saman, og forvitnast engi um okkur.” be going on a journey, and nobody should
enquire about us.”
They promised not to. Then the two of
them left the others. Nobody knew where
恰essu lofuざu 蛎eir. Gengu 蛎eir tveir á
brott frá öざrum. Vissi engi, hvert 蛎eir
158.
they were going. They went to a widefóru. 恰eir gengu fram í einn dal
valley, where there were narrow plains.mikinn. Voru 蛎aざ stuttir vellir. 恰ar
A silk tent was pitched there upon avar reist eitt silkitjald á einum hól.
hillock. They went up to it, and the king恰angaざ gengu 蛎eir. Risti konungur
marked out squares around it. Then he蛎ar um reit. Síざan blés hann í eina
blew into a small silver pipe and thesilfurpípu litla. 恰á opnuざust hólar
hillocks close by and in many other places蛎eir, sem 蛎ar voru nærri og svo víざar
around opened up. Elves and dwarves andannarstaざar. Koma 蛎ar út álfar ok
other evil beings came out. These beingsdvergar ok önnur illkvíkindi. 恰aざ sótti
came up to where they stood on the plain,蛎angaざ aざ, sem 蛎eir voru á vellinum,
and each being went to its respectiveok í sinn reit hver 蛎jóざ. En gekk
square. Then the king walked out andkonungur út ok 蛎eytti sína pípu. 恰á
blew into his pipe, and the chasms andopnuざust gljúfur ok hamrar. Komu
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蛎ar út bergrisar og tröllkonur og
margur ófríざur 蛎urs. 恰etta kemur og
crags opened up. Mountain giants and
trollwomen and many a hostile ogre came
allt 蛎ar niざur, sem 蛎eir eru. Enn blæs out. Each and every one of them came
konungur í sínu pípu. Stundu síざar down to where they stood. Once again
sjá 蛎eir opnast fjalliざ Kaldbak,18 og the king blew into his pipe. Shortly
kemur 蛎ar út svo mikill fjöldi trölla afterwards they saw that the mountain
og ill蛎訣ざis, aざ 蛎ar var eigi jafnmargt Kaldbak opened, and out from there a
fyrir. 恰ar fylgdi meざ ein kvinna great crowd of trolls and evil types came,
nokkuざ stór og hæversk. Aldrei sá even more than were already there. A
hann slíka fyrr, 蛎ví aざ hennar hæざ woman, large and noble-looking,
tók langt upp hjá fjallinu. Hún hafざi accompanied them. He had never seen
eina gullfesti sér í hendi. 恰ar var viざ anyone like her, because she reached a
festur einn glersalur. Hann rennur fair way up the mountainside. She had a
meざ henni á hjólum. 恰au nálægjast19 golden chain in her hand. Attached to it
skjótt 蛎angaざ í dalinn. 恰orbjörg leiざir was a glass chamber. It rolled alongside
glersalinn upp á reitinn, 蛎ann sem her on wheels. They approached rapidly
konungur var fyrir. Konungur gekk to where they were in the valley. 恰orbjörg
út og heilsaざi frændkonu sinni. Hún led the glass chamber up into the square
leiddi glersalinn inn í tjaldiざ. Nú sér that the king stood in front of. The king
Ríkilát Jarlmann, og 蛎ekkir hvort
annaざ; batnar hér nú s訣nt í skapi.
stepped out and greeted his kinswoman,
and she drew the glass chamber into the
tent. At this point Ríkilát saw Jarlmann,
and each recognized the other. Their
moods now improved visibly.
The king now spoke to Austvestan: “Look
now, good friend,” he said, “upon my
betrothed. Have you ever seen her like?”
Konungur mælir nú til Austvestans:
“Sé nú, góざur vinur,” segir hann,
“mína festarmey. Hvar sást 蛎ú aざra
slíka fyrr?”
159.
“No, lord,” he said: “she is incomparable.
Such a woman well beits you.”
“Nei, herra,” sagざi hann, “hún innst
ekki; slík heyrir yざur vel.”
160.
The king now spoke to Lady Ríkilát: “My
beloved,” he said, “what do you think of
this man who stands beside me?”
Konungur talar nú viざ frú Ríkilát:
“Mín unnasta,” segir hann, “hversu
líst yざur á 蛎ennan mann, sem hér
stendur hjá mér?”
161.
She answered, smiling. “My darling,” she
said, “I would choose for you to have
many such men.”
Hún svarar brosandi: “Minn
elskhugi,” segir hún, “slíka kjöra ég
yざur marga.”
162.
Now the king was happy that his wife was
so affectionate.
Nú gladdist konungur, er hans frú er
svo blíざ.
163.
18. 恰orbjörg now sat down in herseat and asked her people to18. 恰orbjörg settist nú niざur áeinn stól og biざur, aざ sitt164.
entertain themselves. Then all the elvesfólk skyldi hafa nokkuざ til gamans.
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Standa 蛎á upp álfar og allt smáfólk
og slógu allra handa dansleika, hvert
and little people stood up and broke into
many dances, according to their customs,
eftir sinni l訣ざsku, og 蛎ykir 蛎eim mikil and they thought it was great fun. A little
skemmtan. Litlu síざar biざur 恰orbjörg, later 恰orbjörg asked those who could to
aざ 蛎eir skulu afklæざast og glíma, sem remove their clothes and wrestle. And
til 蛎ess eru færir. En 蛎ótt margir léti though many were reluctant, everybody
treglega viざ, 蛎á varざ 蛎ó hver aざ fara ended up doing as she commanded. The
sem hún skipaざi; en 蛎au föll, er 蛎ar wrestling-throws that followed were so
komu í, voru svo stór, aざ öll jörざin ierce that all the earth trembled.
skalf. 恰ótti 蛎eim Austvestan viざ 蛎ví Austvestan and Rúdent thought that the
búiざ, aざ fjöllin mundu ofan hrjóta á mountains were on the point of tumbling
蛎á. En er af var lokiざ glímunum, down on them. But when the wrestling
kallar 恰orbjörg og baざ 蛎á menn upp was inished 恰orbjörg called out and
standa, sem áざur höfざu setiざ, og asked the men who had been sitting to
dansa og launa svo hinum, sem áざur stand up and dance and thus reward
höfざu vel skemmt. Var 蛎á dans upp
tekinn.
those others who had previously
entertained them. So then the dance was
joined.
The king then spoke to Austvestan: “Now
I would like for us to go home at once, as
we have been here long enough.”
Konungur mælti 蛎á til Austvestans:
“Nú vil ég, aざ viざ förum heim aざ
sinni; fullveriざ höfum viざ hér.”
165.
Austvestan answered: “The best men are
yet to recite.”
Austvestan svarar: “Ekki hafa kveざiざ
enn hinir bestu mennirnir.”
166.
“I think there is little beneit to be gained
from staying here longer,” said the king.
“Lítiざ ætla ég aざ um batni héざan af,”
segir konungur.
167.
Then there was a loud noise. The king
asked that they might go home. But
Kom 蛎á upp hljóざ mikiざ. Konungur
baざ 蛎á heim fara. En Austvestan
168.
Austvestan said that he did not want to.kveざst 蛎aざ ekki vilja. Taka nú
Then the women began to chant.konurnar aざ kveざa; 蛎ykir Austvestan
Austvestan thought that things werenú s訣nt versna, en bíざur 蛎ó 蛎ess af er
clearly taking a turn for the worse, butlokiざ. 恰á spurざi 恰orbjörg, hvort 蛎ar
waited for it all to be over. Then 恰orbjörgskyldi staざar nema. En 蛎eir, sem fyrir
asked whether they should bring this togleざinni gengu, sögざu fariざ 蛎aざ, sem
a close. And those who had been蛎eir ætti til. 恰eir sögざu 蛎aざ mikiざ
providing the entertainment said thatbæta, ef dansmóざirin 恰orbjörg vildi
their repertoire was inished. They saidnokkra skemmtan s訣na. En hún
it would be a great boon if the mother ofkveざst lengi af hafa lagt. Kveざst hún
the dance, 恰orbjörg, would entertain蛎ó ei vilja synja 蛎eim 蛎ess aざ heyra
them somehow. She said that she hadsín fögru hljóざ. Var 蛎á hljóざ geiざ, en
given up on that a long time ago, but alsohún kvaざ bæざi hátt og hvellt, svo aざ
that she did not want to deny them thedvergmála kvaざ í hverjum hamri, og
kvaざ 蛎etta upp á 蛎eirra vísu: possibility of hearing her beautiful
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singing. Then there was silence, and she
spoke loudly and in a high pitch, so that
her voice echoed off every crag, and this
was the verse she spoke:
“In a cave was Brúsi lord,
often wandered he abroad.”
“Brúsi átti byggざ í helli,
oft var hann síざ á ferli.”
169.
The king asked that they go home, but
Austvestan said that he wanted to await
Konungur baざ 蛎á heim fara, en
Austvestan sagざist vilja bíざa leiksloka.
170.
the end of the games. Then the nobleGaf 蛎á 恰orbjörg hin hæverska upp aざ
恰orbjörg stopped reciting, and everybodykveざa, og lutu henni 蛎á allir. 恰ví næst
bowed to her. Following this theer tekiざ til hringbrots. Stóざ konungur
hringbrot began.30 The king then stood蛎á upp og kveざst ekki vilja bíざa
up and said that he did not want to waitlengur. Austvestan fylgdi 蛎á konungi
around any longer. Austvestan thenog kvaざ 蛎ó mikiざ fyrir aざ skilja viざ
accompanied the king, but said that it wassvo góざa gleざi. Heyra 蛎eir á bak sér
a great shame to leave behind suchaftur dynur og dynki og ógurleg
merriment. They hear behind them ahljóざ, en jörざin skalf undir 蛎eim sem
crashing and banging and a terrifyingá 蛎ræざi léki, svo aざ 蛎eir urざu aざ
sound, and the earth shook beneath them,styざja sig meざ spjótsköftum sínum,
as if it were dangling by a thread, so thatog léttu ei, fyrr en 蛎eir komu heim til
they had to support themselves uponborgarinnar, og vissu ekki, hvaざ af
leikslokum varざ. their spear-shafts. This did not stop until
they got back to the city, and they did not
know how the games came to an end.
19. A little after they had returnedhome, Austvestan became so sad19. Litlu síざar en 蛎eir voru heimkomnir, gerざist Austvestan171.
that everybody wondered about it, andsvo óglaざur, en 蛎aざ undruざust allir,
og fór 蛎ví fram nokkra stund. the situation remained like this for a
while.
On one occasion, the king summons
Austvestan into his presence and speaks
Eitt sinn kallar konungur Austvestan
til sín og mælir svo til hans: “Góざi
172.
to him as follows: “Dear friend,” he says,vinur,” segir hann, “hvaざ er 蛎ér aざ
“what is it that grieves you or makes youangri eざa ógleざi? Eざa 蛎ykir yざur
so unhappy? Is it something that we ornokkrir hlutir aざ viざ oss eざa vora
our men have done? Or is theremenn? Eざa eru 蛎eir nokkrir hlutir, aざ
ég má svo gera yざur vel líki?” something that I could do that would
please you?”
“I cannot rebuke you or your men for
anything,” says Austvestan, “but it is in
“Einskis má ég yざur kunna né yざra
menn,” segir Austvestan, “en mun
173.
your hands whether I should be happyundir yざur komiざ, hvort ég fæ mína
again or not, if you would permit me to
speak of it.”
gleざi aftur eざa ei og ef 蛎ér geiざ mér
orlof til aざ segja.”
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The king says that he gives his
permission.
Konungur segist 蛎ar orlof til gefa.174.
Austvestan then said: “I must tell you that
ever since I saw your outstanding
Austvestan sagざi 蛎á: “恰aざ er yざur aざ
segja, síざan næst ég sá yざra
175.
kinswoman, 恰orbjörg, I have had no peaceframkvæmdar20 og frændkonu
of mind night or day. She alone, of all the恰orbjörgu, hei ég enga ró beざiざ
women I have seen, is most pleasing tohvorki nótt né dag. Hana eina hei ég
me, and if you would grant me the honoursvo af konum séざ, aざ mínu skapi
of giving her in marriage to me, I would
never fail you.”
gengur næst, og ef 蛎ér vilduざ unna
mér 蛎ann heiざur aざ gifta mér hana,
mundi ég 蛎ér aldrei bregざast.”
“Stop, Austvestan,” he said, “and do not
speak so. It is not in the nature of mere
“Hætt 蛎ú, Austvestan,” sagざi hann,
“og tal ei svo. 恰aざ er ei mennsks
176.
men to get involved with her or endure
her embrace.”
manns náttúra aざ eiga viざ hana eざa
standast hennar áfang.”
“Nevertheless I will risk it,” says
Austvestan, “if I should have the chance,
“恰ar mun ég 蛎ó til voga,” segir
Austvestan, “ef ég á kosti, og væri
177.
and I hope it is not displeasing for you toyざur 蛎aざ ei mót蛎ykkilegt, aざ 蛎ér
broach this matter and that I should getræざiざ 蛎etta og mætti ég fá aざ tala viざ
to discuss it with her. So now I want tohana. En nú vil ég yざur biざja fyrir
ask you, for the sake of our affection, tookkarn kærleik aざ ræざa 蛎etta erindi
viざ hana minna vegna.” discuss my intentions with her on my
behalf.”
The king was silent for a time and then
spoke: “It pains me to know, Austvestan,”
Konungur 蛎agざi nokkra stund og
mælti síざan: “Illt er 蛎aざ aざ vita,
178.
he says, “that you want to talk yourselfAustvestan,” segir hann, “aざ 蛎ú skalt
into certain death. Even if, however, Isjálfur vilja tala 蛎ér höfuざbana. En
should muster up the lion混s share of my蛎ótt hér gengi til mikill hluti míns
inluence and do all I can, still I cannotríkis og slíkt sem ég kann, 蛎á fæ ég
foresee whether I can bring this about oreigi fyrir séざ, hvort ég fæ hér nokkrar
not. But for the sake of our friendship Ilyktar eざa eigi á gert. En fyrir okkarn
will try to ensure that your cause is
successful, however it turns out for me.”
vinskap mun ég viざ leita, aざ 蛎itt mál
takist, hvernig sem mér veitir.”
“I will gladly accept that,” says
Austvestan.
“恰aざ vil ég gjarna 蛎iggja,” segir
Austvestan.
179.
They now ended their conversation.Slitu 蛎eir 蛎á sínu tali.180.
And a little later the king spoke to
Austvestan: “Now you must take charge
En litlu síざar mælti konungur viざ
Austvestan: “Nú skaltu geyma
181.
of the city while I am away, and I will be
absent for at least three weeks.”
borgarinnar, meざan ég er á brott, en
ekki er ég skemur á brott en 蛎rjár
vikur.”
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Austvestan says that he would gladly do
that and now becomes reasonably happy.
Austvestan segist 蛎aざ gjarna vilja og
gerir nú hólega glaざan. En konungur
182.
The king disappeared off somewhere. Ahvarf í brott. Líざa nú langir tímar af.
long time now passes. Nobody knowsEnginn veit, hvaざ af honum er orざiざ.
what has become of him. But at theEn aざ nefndum tíma kemur konungur
appointed time the king comes home.heim. Gengur Austvestan á móti
Austvestan goes to meet him, as do all thehonum og öll hirざin og fögnuざu
court, and they greeted him warmly.honum vel. Síざan tóku 蛎eir tal meざ
Then the king and Austvestan spoke withsér, konungur og Austvestan, og
each other, and the latter asked the king
how it had gone.
spurざi hann 蛎á, hversu hans mál
hefざi gengiざ.
The king says: “Since we parted I have
many a day grovelled and meekly pleaded
En konungur segir: “Síざan er viざ
skildum, hei ég margan dag á knjám
183.
your case before my kinswoman, and itstaざiざ og mjúklega vakiざ 蛎itt erindi
has been very dificult for me, but inallyfyrir minni frændkonu, og mjög tregt
it has come about that we have gottenheir mér gengiざ, en nú er svo komiざ,
her to agree. And I have gotten for youaざ viざ höfum fengiざ hennar jáyrざi,
and given to you the second greatestog hei ég fengiざ ykkur og geiざ 蛎aざ
dukedom in my land, in addition to whatnæsta hertugadæmi, sem í mínu landi
she already has, and our weddings will be
on the same day.”
er, aざ auk 蛎ess, sem hún heir áざur,
og skulu okkar brúざlaup vera undir
eins.”
Austvestan thanks him with many kind
words, and the same day a great feast was
Austvestan 蛎akkar honum meざ
mörgum fögrum orざum, og reis 蛎ann
184.
held, and Austvestan was then happy and
gave ine gifts to everybody.
sama dag mikil veisla upp, og var
Austvestan 蛎á glaざur og gaf öllum
mönnum góざar gjair.
Winter now passed, and milder weather
came. Then Austvestan said to the king
Leiざ nú svo veturinn, aざ veざráttu tók
aざ hægja. 恰á segir Austvestan
185.
that he wanted to send for his brother,konungi, aざ hann vill senda eftir
Norざsunnan. The king asked him to dosínum bróざur Norざsunnan. Konungur
so. He now prepared his ship and sentbaざ hann svo gera. B訣r hann nú sitt
thirteen of his men away with letters andskip og sendir brott sína menn
an invitation to his sworn brother, saying蛎rettán saman meざ bréfum og
that he should come shortly beforeboざskap til síns fóstbróざur, aざ hann
winter. They travelled away andskyldi 蛎ar koma nærri veturnóttum.
proceeded to where they found the kingFara 蛎eir og fram koma, fundu
in Vernissuborg and gave him the letterkonung í Vernissuborg og færざu
on behalf of his brother. They werehonum bréf síns bróざur vegna. 恰au
composed in such a way that they gave aeru svo ger, aざ 蛎ar greina öll tíざindi
full account of his expedition. He thenum hans ferざ. Varざ hann 蛎ví harざla
cheered up greatly and started at once tofeginn, og 蛎egar lét hann búa ferざ
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sína meざ miklum fékostnaざi og
háttaざi svo á allan hátt sem Jarlmann
prepare his journey, with no expense
spared, and arranged everything
hafざi honum fyrir sagt, bæざi um according to Jarlmann’s instructions, both
mannfjölda og annaざ; siglir nú, 蛎egar with regards to the number of men and
honum gefur, og létta ei, fyrr en 蛎eir everything else. Now they set sail, as soon
koma út í Serkland, og var 蛎á vika til
vetrar.
as they got a wind, and did not stop until
they came to Serkland, and then it was
one week before winter.
20. Austvestan goes to meet hissworn brother and welcomes20. Austvestan gengur á mótsínum fóstbróざur og186.
him warmly, telling him now how thingsfagnar honum vel, segir honum nú,
stand. They then go before the king andhvar komiざ er. Síざan ganga 蛎eir fyrir
greet him respectfully. Austvestan sayskonung og kvöddu hann virざulega.
to the king that his brother NorざsunnanSegir Austvestan konungi, aざ 蛎ar sé
has arrived. The king greets him warmlykominn hans bróざir Norざsunnan.
and seats him next to himself. EveryoneKonungur fagnaざi honum vel og setti
thought that he was more distinguishedhann sér hiざ næsta. 恰ótti öllum meira
than Austvestan. He also arranged feastsvert um hann en Austvestan. Hann
and gave over twice as much gold andgerざi og veislur, gaf gull og silfur vel
silver as his sworn brother had giventvenn slík sem hans fóstbróざir hafざi
before, and because of this he becameáざur geiざ, og af 蛎essu varざ hann
popular, as both of them were, among all
the people.
vinsæll og báざir 蛎eir af öllum
mönnum.
Winter passes in this way until Yule came.
Then many preparations are made in the
Líざur svo veturinn fram til jóla. Er 蛎á
viざbúningur mikill í borginni,
187.
city: halls decked out and carpets laid outtjaldaざar hallir, en breiddur kögur á
on the streets and musical instrumentsstræti og búin til hljóざfæri í hverjum
made ready in each tower. On the irstturni. Hiざ fyrsta kveld jóla skipaざi
evening of Yule the king arranged seatskonungur höfざingjum í sæti, svo
for the nobles, according to each man混shverjum 蛎aざ, sem gera átti eざa 蛎jóna.
obligations or duties. Norざsunnan was toNorざsunnan skyldi 蛎jóna konungi
serve the king himself. Prince Ródíansjálfum. Ródían konungsson skenkti
served drinks to Austvestan. And theirAustvestan. En 蛎eirra menn skenktu
men served drinks and minded theog geymdu kjallara; 蛎eir höfざu vald
cellars: they had authority over all theyir öllum konungs féhirslum. Síざan
king’s coffers. Then people sat down atsettust menn undir drykkjuborざ og
the tables and greatly enjoyed partaking
of all kinds of wine and other ine drink.
drukku meざ mikilli skemmtan allra
handa vín og annan góざan drykk.
21. During the evening the halldoors opened, and all kinds of21. Um kveldiざ lukust upphallardyr, og komu 蛎ar inn188.
entertainers entered with harps andallra handa leikarar meざ hörpum og
iddles and a variety of musicalgígjum og alls handa hljóざfærum. 恰ar
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næst kom inn stór maざur og 蛎ar eftir
ein stór kona. Hún hafざi einn stóran
instruments. They were followed by a
large man and then a large woman. She
höfuざdúk sveipaざ aざ sínu andliti. had covered her face with a large
Hann var svo stór og langur, aざ imm head-dress. It was so big and long that it
álna féll niざur hvorumegin, svo tók hung down ive ells on both sides, before
niざur á hennar kné. 恰etta er reaching her knees. This was Jarlmann’s
brúざarefniざ Jarlmanns. Hún hafざi bride-to-be. She had a large gold ring on
einn stóran gullhring á sinni hendi; her hand. A gold chain dangled from it,
蛎ar lék ein gullfestur viざ; 蛎ar er viざ and attached to it was a glass chamber. It
fastur einn glersalur. Hann rennur ran freely on wheels into the hall. When
laus á hjólum inn í höllina. En er hún she came through the doorway, she
fer um hallardyr, slær hún sér, svo aざ collided with it so that the frame creaked,
brakaざi viざ, og blótaざi 蛎eim, sem and she cursed the people who made
gerざi svo litlar dyr, aざ 蛎ar “máttu ei doors so small that “women as lovely as
svo nertugar kvinnur inn ganga sem I may not enter” (she says). She now
ég er,” segir hún. Hún opnar nú opened the glass chamber, and lady
glersalinn, og er frú Ríkilát út tekin Ríkilát was taken out and placed on a
og á bekk sett og sæmilegar jungfrúr bench with beautiful maidens all around.
蛎ar umkring. En henni næst settist But next to her sat 恰orbjörg with her
恰orbjörg meざ sínu föruneyti, og entourage, and people thought there was
s訣ndist mönnum mikill munur 蛎eirra a great difference in their appearances,
yirlita, og mátti svo aざ kveざa, aざ engi and it is true to say that nobody sat in
sat 蛎ar óhræddur inni fyrir ógn that hall unaffected by the terror that she
蛎eirri, sem af henni stóざ. En evoked. Austvestan, however, appeared
Austvestan s訣ndi á sér gleざi mikla, very cheerful, as if he was pleased with
svo sem hann hugざi gott til sín, og his lot, and this banquet proceeded well
gekk 蛎essi veisla vel fram meざ with all lavishness until it was time for
miklum skörungskap og allt til 蛎ess, the bride to be led to bed. Then strong
aざ brúざurina skyldi til sængur leiざa. drinks lowed freely. All kinds of
Gekk 蛎á óspart áfengur drykkur. Fóru musicians then came out and played their
蛎á út alls kyns leikarar og létu ganga instruments, so that music resounded off
each tower throughout all the city.sín hljóざfæri, svo gall i hverjum turni
um alla borgina.
22. Norざsunnan now reveals allhis plans to their troops. He22. Nú heir Norざsunnan allaráざagerざ fyrir liざi 蛎eirra.189.
has a lot of work to do. He has twenty ofHeldur hann nú mikla s訣slu. Tuttugu
his men launch his ships and raise thesína menn lætur hann lota sínum
masts, turning the prows away from theskipum og reisa viざu, snúa stofnum
land and preparing everything as if greatfrá landi og búa svo um allt sem skjótt
haste would be necessary. Another蛎yrfti til taka. Aざra tuttugu heir
twenty he has back in the city. They openhann heima í borginni. 恰eir opna
the king’s coffers and take out the goldkonungsins féhirslur og bera ut gull
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og gersemar, en einir tuttugu meざ
tóku og báru til strandar og hlóざu sín
and treasures, and another twenty men
take it with them, carry it to the shore
skip. En hinir fjórざu tuttugu fóru meざ and load it on their ships. The fourth
sjónum og meiddu öll skip, svo aざ
ekki eitt var sjófært.
group of twenty go along the coast and
sabotage all the ships so that not one was
sea-worthy.
恰orbjörg is now led away to the most
secure upper chamber in that place and
Nú er 恰orbjörg út leidd í 蛎aざ loft, sem
sterkast var í staざnum, og 蛎ví næst
190.
then undressed. She lies down on a bedafklædd. Leggst hún í eina veglega
so splendid that an emperor might wellsæng, svo vel mátti í hvíla einn
rest in it. Now Lady Ríkilát is led out intokeisari. Er nú frú Ríkilát út leidd í sitt
her bed-chamber, and then the kingsvefnloft, og 蛎ví næst kemur
comes there accompanied bykonungurinn 蛎ar og meざ honum
Norざsunnan. Then the king sits down onNorざsunnan. 恰ví næst sest konungur
the edge of the bed, and Norざsunnaná rekkjustokkinn, en Norざsunnan
undresses him. Then everybody leaves.dregur af honum klæざin. 恰á gekk allt
But Norざsunnan takes a gold bowl withfólk á brott. En Norざsunnan tekur
ine wine and serves the king. Above hiseina gullskál meざ gott vín og skenkti
bed hangs a sword, a treasure so greatkonungi. En yir hans sæng hangir
that no iner one could be found, and iteitt sverざ, svo góざur gripur, aざ eigi
alone could cut King Rúdent. And hefannst vildari, og 蛎aざ eina beit á
swings that same sword against the neckRúdent konung. Og 蛎aざ sama sverざ
of the king, so that it takes his head off,setur hann á háls konunginum, svo
and he throws it out of the bed and picksaざ af tók höfuざiざ, og steypti honum
up Lady Ríkilát in her silken shift andfram úr sænginni, en tekur frú Ríkilát
rushes out with her. Twenty of his menupp í silkiserk og gengur út meざ hana
are there outside. He hands the lady oversnúざugt. En 蛎ar úti fyrir eru hans
to them and asks them to hurry to themen, tuttugu. Fær hann 蛎eim frúna í
ship. He, however, goes in the otherhendur og biざur 蛎á skunda til skips.
direction into the city, to where he hopes
to ind his sworn brother.
En hann sn訣r annan veg í borgina,
蛎angaざ sem hann vænti síns
fóstbróざur.
23. Now we take the story upwhere Austvestan comes to his23. Nú er 蛎ar til aざ taka, aざAustvestan kemur til191.
bed and his bride is lying there beforesinnar sængur og hans brúざur liggur
him. He sits down on the edge of her bed,蛎ar fyrir. Hann sest á hennar
and as he tells it, at that point he had thesængurstokk, en svo heir hann frá
best opportunity to look upon her andsagt, aざ honum hefざi 蛎á helst geiざ á
doubted whether he should lie down oraざ líta og efast í, hvort hann skyldi
not. His sworn brother had, however, leftniざur leggjast eざa ei. En hans
his sword by his edge of bed. Ródíanfóstbróざir hafざi látiざ hans sverざ viざ
undresses him and then leaves and lockshans sængurstokk. Ródían dregur af
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honum hans klæざi og sn訣r síざan á
brott og setur lás fyrir loftiざ svo
the chamber so securely that it could not
be forced open. Now Austvestan turns
sterkan, aざ hann mátti eigi upp towards his bride with his sword drawn
brjóta. Nú sn訣st Austvestan aざ sinni and drives it so hard into her chest that
brúざi og heir sitt sverざ til reiざu og it came out through her back. He now
leggur fyrir hennar brjóst svo hart, intends to leap out of the bed, but she
aざ sverざiざ stóざ í hryggnum. Hann grabs after him and is able to catch hold
ætlar nú aざ kasta sér fram úr of him by the narrowest part of both his
sænginni, en hún grípur eftir honum legs, letting off howls of a terrible nature,
og fær náざ um hans báざa fætur, 蛎ar so that everyone thought that the devil
sem 蛎eir voru mjóstir, grenjar nú meざ must have gotten loose. Ródían returns
ógurlegum látum, aざ allir hugざu, aざ and unlocks the chamber as quickly as he
fjandinn mundi laus orざinn. Ródían can; otherwise it would have been
impossible to get out.sn訣r aftur og l訣kur upp loftinu sem
skjótast, ella hefざi 蛎aざ loft aldrei
orざiざ upp lokiざ.
Now when he looks in through the door,
Norざsunnan approaches with his sword
Nú sem hann lítur inn í dyrnar,
kemur Norざsunnan 蛎ar aざ meざ sitt
192.
and swings it at his back so that he issverざ og setur á hans hrygg, svo hann
sliced in two. Then Norざsunnan hurriestók sundur í miざju, og snarar síざan
into the chamber. He now sees thatinn í loftiざ; sér nú, aざ 恰orbjörg veifar
恰orbjörg is swinging his sworn brotherhans fóstbróざur um sig, en hann
around, but he is holding on to the haftheldur um meざalkala sverざsins, er
of his sword, which is stuck in her. Hestóざ í gegnum hana. Hann skilur nú,
now realizes how he can be of use andhverjum hann skal liざ veita, og
hacks at 恰orbjörg, cutting off both herhöggur nú til 恰orbjargar og af henni
arms at the elbow. Then he grabs hisbáざar hendurnar í olbogabótum,
sworn brother and throws him on hisgrípur síざan sinn fóstbróざur og kastar
back, darts out of the chamber and overhann á bak sér, hleypur út af loftinu
the wall that he comes to, landing downog 蛎ar ofan fyrir múrinn, sem hann
below on his feet. People thought that itkom aざ, og kom standandi niざur, og
must have been a signiicant drop.31 He蛎ótti mönnum sem 蛎rítugt mundi
now heads for his ships, and they are allofan fyrir. Nú sn訣r hann til skipa
ready. He boards at once, and they setsinna, og eru 蛎eir albúnir. Gengur
sail. But Jarlmann lies there unconscious,hann 蛎egar út á skip, og slá 蛎eir
and attempts are made to revive him. Thesínum seglum viざ. En Jarlmann liggur
bride 恰orbjörg had gripped onto his feetí öngviti, og er nú viざ leitaざ aざ næra
so tightly that they had to cut throughhann. Svo fast hafざi brúざurin
her ingers in order to prise them off, and恰orbjörg lagt hendur sínar aざ hans
beneath the lesh had been stripped downfótum, aざ hennar ingur varざ í brott
to the bone, and his body was black andaざ skera, áざur 蛎eir losnuざu, en holdiざ
blue in many places. Nevertheless hevar undan gengiざ allt aざ beini, og víざa
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var hans búkur blár. En 蛎ó tekur hann
aざ nærast og Ríkilát aざ gleざjast, og er
蛎eim nú allra hæginda leitaざ.
starts to recover, and this cheers Ríkilát,
and everything possible is done to make
them comfortable.
Let us leave them to sail, as they know
how, and rather tell of what is happening
back in the city.
Látum 蛎au sigla sem 蛎au kunna, en
segjum, hvaざ til ber heima í borginni.
193.
24. Now we take the story upwhen the great racket made24. Nú er 蛎ar til aざ taka, aざ afléttir 蛎eim miklu194.
by 恰orbjörg began to abate. People thenhljóざum, sem heyra til21 恰orbjargar.
ran to the chamber and found out what恰á hlaupa menn til loftanna og
had gone on there. They found theforvitnast, hvaざ 蛎ar fer fram, og inna
bridegroom dead in the chamber and the蛎ar í loftinu brúざgumann dauざan, en
bride gone. In 恰orbjörg混s chamber theyí brott brúざina. En 蛎ar sem 恰orbjörg
found both Prince Ródían and 恰orbjörgvar inni, fundu 蛎eir dauざan Ródían
dead, but the bridegroom gone. They didkonungsson og svo 恰orbjörgu, en í
not ind Austvestan or Norざsunnan orbrott brúざgumann. Eigi fundu 蛎eir
any of their men. Now they started toAustvestan né Norざsunnan og engan
understand the deceptions which theyaf 蛎eirra hálfu. 恰óttust 蛎eir skilja, í
had been subjected to. They ran to thehver brögざ aざ 蛎eir eru komnir.
ships with their weapons and saw whereHlaupa 蛎eir til skipa meざ vopnum og
the others were sailing off. They launchedsjá nú, hvar 蛎eir sigla, hrinda fram
their ships and rowed away from land.skipum og róa frá landi. 恰ví næst fyllti
Then all at once their ships illed withundir 蛎eim skipin. 恰eir l訣ttu sér aざ
water. They hurried back towards land,landi, en 蛎ó leiri, aざ 蛎ar drukknuざu.
Skildi nú 蛎ar meざ 蛎eim. but the greater part of them drowned
there. And so we leave them.
The sworn brothers sailed on and did not
stop until they arrived home in France.
Sigla 蛎eir fóstbræざur og létta eigi fyrr
en 蛎eir komu heim í Frakklandi.
195.
Everybody was happy to see them.Verざa allir menn 蛎eim fegnir. Lét
Hermann then made preparations for hisHermann 蛎á búast viざ brúざlaupi sínu.
wedding feast. None of the necessaryVantaざi 蛎á engi tilföng, 蛎au sem til
supplies were lacking. And at the蛎urfti. En aざ veislunni settri og fólk
beginning of the feast, when all theallt saman komiざ, 蛎á kvaddi Hermann
people had gathered, King Hermannkonungur 蛎ings, og á 蛎ví 蛎ingi stóざ
called everyone together and at thathann upp og hóf svo mál sitt, aざ hann
gathering he stood up and delivered asagざi frá, hversu Jarlmann hafざi
speech, telling how Jarlmann hadhonum trúlega fylgd veitt og hversu
followed him faithfully and put his life inhann hafざi sitt líf í hættu lagt fyrir
danger for him and what he hadhann og hvaざ hann vann til aざ vinna
accomplished in order to get hisaftur hans festarmey. 恰ví l訣sti hann
betrothed back. He then announcedfyrir öllum mönnum, aざ hann vildi
before everybody that he wanted to givegifta Jarlmanni Herborgu systur sína
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og meざ henni helming af ríki sínu og
slíka nafnbót sem hann vildi sjálfur
his sister, Herborg, in marriage to
Jarlmann and with her half his kingdom
hafa. En Jarlmann 蛎akkaざi honum vel and whatever title Jarlmann wanted to
meざ mörgum fögrum orざum. Reis 蛎ar have. Jarlmann thanked him most
nú upp hin d訣rlegasta veisla, og eru eloquently. A most splendid banquet now
蛎essi hjón saman púsuざ af ágætum began, and the couples were married by
kennimönnum. En 蛎aざ gull, sem 蛎ar most learned men. And so much gold was
var offraざ, var svo mikiざ, aざ engi lavished there that it was impossible to
kunni aざ telja marka tali. En síざan count. And then they started drinking.
ganga 蛎eir til drykkju. Urざu menn People became merry and cheerful. But
glaざir og kátir. En svo sterka vörざu they exercised so much control over
héldu 蛎eir á sér, aざ 蛎eim mátti ekki themselves that no harm could come to
granda. Stóざ sú veisla fullan mánuざ, them. The banquet lasted for a full
og aざ 蛎eirri veislu gaf Hermann month, and during it King Hermann gave
konungur Jarlmanni hertugadæmi og Jarlmann a dukedom and all the honour
allan 蛎ann sóma, sem hann mátti that could be granted. This banquet now
honum veita. Líざur nú 蛎essi veisla, came to an end, and everyone was sent
og voru allir meざ sæmilegum gjöfum on their way with ine gifts. Everybody
brott leiddir. Lofuざu allir menn 蛎á praised the sworn brothers and said that
fóstbræざur og sögざu, aざ engi maざur no other man would have performed so
mundi drengilegar fariざ hafa í valiantly in such dire straits as Jarlmann
jafnmiklum mannraunum sem had. Following this he went to
Jarlmann. 恰essu næst fer hann til Treveríaborg and settled down in his ief.
Treveríaborgar og settist aざ sínu ríki. Lady Herborg and he fell in love. They
Tókust ástir meざ 蛎eim frú Herborgu. had three children: a son, who was called
恰au áttu 蛎rjú börn, einn son, er Roざgeir, and two daughters, who are not
Roざgeir hét, og tvær dætur, er ei eru named. And when Jarlmann had been
nefndar. En 蛎á Jarlmann hafざi á samt with his wife for ten years, he arranged
veriざ tíu vetur meざ sinni frú, gerざi a ine banquet and invited his sworn
hann sæmilega veislu og bauざ til sín brother and his wife Ríkilát. At that
fóstbróざur sínum og hans frú Ríkilát. banquet he announced in front of King
En aざ 蛎eirri veislu gerざi hann Hermann and his wife and all his friends
opinbert fyrir Hermanni konungi og that he wanted to retire to a life of
hans frú og öllum hans vinum, aざ seclusion. He said he had promised, when
hann vill ganga í stein. Segist hann he was in Serkland in the greatest peril,
heitiざ hafa, 蛎á hann var út í Serklandi to give his wife and daughters to a
í mestum mannraunum, sína frú og convent, if his wife would consent, and
sínar dætur í klaustur gefa, ef 蛎aざ she did. He took his son, however, to his
væri hennar vilji; en hún játar 蛎essu. sworn brother and asked Hermann to
En sinn son fær hann sínum grant him his ief after him. Everybody
fóstbróざur og biざur hann aざ halda was very unhappy about this. But
hann til ríkis eftir sig. 恰essu verざa Jarlmann said that he was so old that it
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was time for him to serve God, “and it
occurred to me already, when I was
allir menn mjög ófegnir. En Jarlmann
segir, aざ hann var 蛎á svo gamall, aざ
dealing with 恰orbjörg the Stout, becausehonum var mál guざi aざ 蛎jóna, “og var
I have never been the same since with
regard to strength or spirit or wisdom.”
mér 蛎á 蛎aざ í hug, er viざ 恰orbjörg hin
digra áttumst viざ, 蛎ví aざ ég hei
hvorki samur orざiざ til als né hugar
né neinnar visku.”
Everything was done as Jarlmann wanted,
even though the people were grieved to
Verざur nú svo aざ vera sem Jarlmann
vill, 蛎ó aざ mönnum 蛎ætti mikiざ viざ
196.
see him go. The sworn brothers nowhann aざ skilja. 恰eir fóstbræざur skilja
parted with great affection. The kingnú meざ miklum kærleika. Fór
went home and his nephew with him. Andkonungur heim og hans systurson
thus Jarlmann fulilled hismeざ honum. En Jarlmann fyllir sína
previously-stated intention. He is thoughtætlun, sem áざur var fram sögざ. 恰ykir
to have been a good man. And Kingmönnum sem hann muni góざur
Hermann governed his kingdom both wellmaざur veriざ hafa. En Hermann
and for a long time. He had two sons withkonungur st訣rざi sínu ríki bæざi vel og
Lady Ríkilát: one was called Vilhjálmurlengi. Hann átti viざ frú Ríkilát tvo
and the other Rígarざ, and people say thatsonu; hét annar Vilhjálmur, en annar
Rígarざ was the father of Konráざur, whoRígarざ, og segja menn, aざ sá Rígarざ
travelled to Ormaland,32 and it is easy tohai veriざ faざir Konráざs, er fór til
believe that Ríkilát would have givenOrmalands, og er 蛎aざ trúlegt, aざ
birth to such a good man. When they gotRíkilát muni nokkurn góざan mann
old, King Hermann and Ríkilát dividedeftir sig leiざa. En er 蛎au voru gömul
the kingdom between their sons andorざin, Hermann konungur og Ríkilát,
travelled to Jerusalem and ended theirskiptu 蛎au 蛎á ríki sínu meざ sonum
lives there, and we have not heard how
they died.
sínum, en 蛎au fóru út í Jórsalaheim
og enduざu 蛎ar ævi sína, og höfum vér
ekki heyrt, hver 蛎eirra ævilok urざu.




1. From here until the end of chapter 6 the source text is AM 167 fol. (as AM 529 4to is
defective at the start).
2. Emended from “蛎otte” 蛎ótti in Rydberg (2) and AM 167 fol. (cf. Lbs 1993 8vo “蛎óttu ei
aざrir menn 蛎eirra líkir”).
3. Rydberg has “enn” here, a fair transcription of AM 167 fol. where we ind “en” with a
nasal stroke above the “n.” We have emended to “en,” since the nasal stroke can
reasonably be assumed to be superluous.
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4. “Sex hundruざ” is an emendation from AM 167 fol.’s “蛎usund.” The number of Rómanus’
ships is mentioned twice, once in chapter 6 and once in chapter 7. Since AM 529 4to
is defective, we only see the number as given in chapter 7 there, and that is 600. AM
167 fol. is not defective and thus has both mentions, but gives the number as 1000 on
both occasions. It may be that the original number was 600, which was mistaken for
1000 in some copies (“vic,” as in AM 529 4to, could be mistaken for “m”).
5. Here the text taken from AM 529 4to begins.
6. AM 167 fol. has “svo aざ varla mátti sjá hvort,” and presumably “svo aざ réざ um” has
roughly the same meaning. See Cleasby and Vigfússon’s dictionary (486) “ok réざ um
at fara upp í skipit” (which they translate as “and was just about to go up into the
ship”).
7. Constantinople lies next to the Bosphorus, a strait separating Europe from Asia and
leading from the Aegean Sea north into the Black Sea. Off the north-western side there
is an inlet alongside the old city of Constantinople, named the Golden Horn. In former
times there were towers at the entrance to the Golden Horn, from which it was possible
to raise a chain across the mouth of the inlet and block the entrance to the harbour
in case of naval attack. The lowering of this chain seems to be referred to here.
8. Rydberg (13) supplies this word in his edition, since AM 529 4to reads simply “nokkurn
á gera” (f. 39r).
9. Emended from “fylgja” (Rydberg, “fylgia” AM 529 4to).
10. AM 529 4to, Rydberg’s main manuscript at this point, has “bakhiallar,” which is probably
a mistake for “bakjarlar,” or what Cleasby and Vigfússon (50) describe as “foe[s]
attacking in the rear.” Rydberg adds “merki,” probably inluenced by AM 167 fol. where
we read “bakhjallur m” (the “m,” with a nasal stroke above it, representing an
abbreviated word), but we have preferred to emend.
11. Emended from “Hann reiddist Roざgeir jarl” in Rydberg (22). AM 529 4to has the name
abbreviated “Rodg. j.” (expanded by Rydberg as if it were a noun in the accusative),
but “reiddist” should take a dative indirect object.
12. The manuscript has “aざ myndi,” which has been emended to “mundi.” The longer
version of the saga has simply “engi maざur í 蛎ví landi vissi nær…” (Loth 41).
13. “Heim” makes little sense here, as Jarlmann has presumably never visited this place
before, and so remains untranslated. “Heim til borgarinnar” is probably used simply
because it is such an oft-repeated phrase.
14. AM 529 4to clearly has the abbreviation for “hann” (a “h” with a stroke across the
ascender), but this is presumably a scribal error for “hún.” It has been emended thus.
Ríkilát wants to look on while her abducters receive their punishment.
15. “aざ” has been added here.
16. “Lagt” is an addition made by Rydberg (33) to give meaning to this utterance. It is
accepted here.
17. The same applies to “minnst” as to “lagt” in the previous note.
18. “Kaldbak” is presumably the same as the mountain previously called “Baldak” in
chapter 16.
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19. AM 529 4to has “恰aざ nálægist” and AM 167 fol. has “蛎aざ nálgast.” In both cases it is
uncertain what “蛎aざ” refers to, thus we have emended to “蛎au nálægjast,” “蛎au”
referring to 恰orbjörg (f.) and the “glersalur” (m.) (cf. “蛎au nalguduzt” in the longer
version (Loth 50)).
20. The manuscript has “framkvæmd og frændkonu.” This has been emended to
“framkvæmdar og frændkonu,” on the basis of the similar compound
“framkvæmdarmaざur,” “man of prowess,” and in order that the utterance makes more
sense in context. It is possible that the alliterating pair arose originally due to a scribal
dittography (a misreading possibly encouraged by the presence of abbreviations).
21. The manuscript reads “sem heyra var til,” a reading which is hard to justify. This has
been emended to “sem heyra til.”
22. A dromon(d) was a type of Greek galley, larger than the average warship.
23. “Blá” here and “blámennir” at the start of chapter 10 are dificult terms to translate.
“Blá” can be translated as “blue” or “black,” and thus in a very literal sense it can be
translated as “black berserks/men.” Sometimes it is used speciically as a translation
of “Ethiopians” in more geographically-oriented texts, and it is clear that at times
foreign invading forces that threatened Europe were seen indiscriminately as
“blámenn,” with no informed conception of ethnicity or place of origin. In other cases
it is used to refer to devils or demons, who were deemed to be dark-skinned. It is
impossible to disentangle the pejorative connotations given to dark skin-tone, hostile
other and demonic anti-Christian presence that inform this problematic term, but to
suppress it would be misleading as regards the cultural context from which narratives
such as this proceed. It is hoped that not censoring such terms while at the same time
drawing attention to their dificulty is the best way to give an honest yet critical picture.
24. A literal translation gives “as vicious as lions,” but “wolves” has been substituted as
more idiomatic.
25. The general meaning of this axiom seems to be that great men can be brought low.
26. The literal simile compares the number of heathen soldiers to crushed ice. It has been
changed in translation to something more resonant with English-speaking audiences,
but either way the point is that the enemy host is huge and made up up of countless
individuals.
27. “Kulungar”, hereafter written as an English plural, i.e. “Kulungs,” could be translated
as “cowled ones” or “ones wearing cowled cloaks” (“kul” can refer both to the entire
garment or the distinguishing part, i.e. the hood). See the introduction for the
signiicance of this designation.
28. It seems that Jarlmann is saying that when one is in bed with a lover, it certainly makes
sense to remain longer than normal, but Hermann at this time has no reason for
spending so much time in bed.
29. Literally “East-from-the-West.” The second pseudonym of his supposed brother,
Norざsunnan, can likewise be literally translated as “North-from-the-South.”
30. The hringbrot appears to be a type of dance or game accompanied by singing. See Jón
Samsonarson (1980) and Aざalheiざur Guざmundsdóttir (2010).
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31. “恰rítugt” here clearly refers to a measurement, although no unit is speciied. In the
paraphrase provided in Loth’s edition (64), where there is also no unit of measurement,
“half蛎rítugt” is translated as “twenty-ive fathoms (?).” The point in both cases is that
Hermann has jumped from a great height, a point that is hopefully conveyed in the
non-literal translation given here.
32. “Ormaland” is literally “land of snakes” or “land of serpents,” a place that lives up to
its name as can be seen in Konráざs saga keisarasonar.
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